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"FAMILY AUTONOMY" OR "COERCIVE
INTERVENTION"? AMBIGUITY AND

CONFLICT IN THE PROPOSED STANDARDS
FOR CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT

RI( If 11211) But R\1

H tit utiVRCVR**

I INIRotst

Pet haps the strongest and most unisetsal human feeling is the lose of a
patent tot his or her child Not surptisingls, reaction to the tiageds of a
(fold harmed m the home is equalls strong and comet sal. Mote subtle.
hossesei. is the ambisalent nature of that reaction.' Shared notions Of
parental lose and care ate deeply offended bs a patent uho appeals not
to scant his child The public is puzzled bs the patent 'shot loses his cluld
but nesertheless intennonalls halms him or fails to piotett the child ftom
harm Public outrage has led the state to mtersene m dangetous Lund%
situations to guarantee the child's safety Houeser, Atnetuan society
gards the relationship betueen parent and child as so precious and so
beneficial to the child's gross th that the hinds is protested against all
unnecessan, state intersention. fhe specter of unjustified state illtIlls1011
into or destruction of this relationship affronts fundamental notions of
pat enthood

This ambisalence tovard state in:et enucm to hatinful famils situations
clears influent eel the loaf teis of the Siam/web. Rile/N/4; to lbo.e ond Neglef t
(SW11(1.11(1.0, ploIntii)0(Cd hs the Jos untie Justice Standatds Plow( t of the
Institute of judicial .kdrinnistiation and the Amen( an Aim \ssonation 2
I he dialtets attempted to <It ( III( 1)( )111 pIOlt'tuun of the child and
Lund% independence in the design of es els plus 1..1011 (0. the Stand,ods'
fompiehensist. scheme to' state sire's &lino') (he Standaids suggest
model sulmanoce and 1)100(11mA lass ( omenung It:pitting ol 4 1111(1

I tui fly% haunt, - (.11,(11) (hddttn, Hospital Alt dital (enter Boston
setts, Assistant Professor of Sotiologs. Not theastern l nn el sits. Boston, Massa( husen,
Ph 1). HarNaid Unisetsits, 1973 (sinology), J I), Boston Crus visits School of Lass 1974

** Dnetior, Famlh Deselopment Studs. C:hildren's Hospital Medital Center, Boston,
Massa( husetts, Assistant Professor of Pethatnts, Hanard Medual hoot, Bostiiii, Massa( hu-
st its NI I) , ale Sirloin! of Medium 196;1 S School of Pulan Health 1972
Partial support fit this teseaidi tss prosnled in a grant ft-tun the Office of ( hild Deselop-
mem, Delia! (mein of Health I thi(ation 1eltair Iashingion I) ( Pio)t O( 11-( B-
149

t Goldstein, A Freud & A Solnit, Bettina the Best Inteiests of the ( Mitt 10(7

(1973) Publit responses to a sues es r 'wed this «intradu tors rem non 46 pelt, lit of th,,
sursesed favoted remosal of the (hilt' dier the first incident of abuse, '11 9 pelt, of thus(
surseted fasored nonreim,s at lo gise the parent a second thame I) (..11. S toll t. ( Against
(.hunt en 65 (1973)

Institute of Juditial Administration & Amer,( an Bar Assotiation. joint Comm,ssitin on
Juseinle Justice Standards, Standards Relating to Abuse and Negleti (tent ell 7'(771 (12
Burt & 11akl. Reporcisi Ihetrt at 'et tiled IV\ ABA Standaidsj
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AUTONOMY OR COERCION?ABUSE AND NEGLECT 671

abuse,' mei gent y tempotats custody endangei ed (1111(11cm:1 «nt-
oulered ploy ision of set oces within the home, lento% al of a child,'

prose( uncut of patents,' and yolunt,ey placement of an endangered
(find 7 "I he di Awls fashioned the sc herne upon three basic pritlicples that
underlie the (ritual dilemma of state Inters ennoo. deference to parental
autorionit , the pat amount nature of the child', interests when in conflict
with the parents. and the limitation upon to inter% cilium to remedy
only specific halms

The first principle announced in the Standards codifies a reverence for
the farmly'into "a strong presumption for parental autonomy in child rear-
ing." Parental autonomy refers not only to the maintenance of the fam,
unit but also to the insulation from state interference of all parental
decisions regarding child management.'' One purpose of the presumption
is to safeguard the parent's traditional right to care, custody and control
of his child.'" Fundamentally, however, the Standards insist upon defer-
ence co parental control because it "is most likely to lead to decisions that
help children. "" The Standards assume that a child is most apt to thrive
in the custody of those who have cared for him since birth." The bonds
of that relationship frequently cannot he fully duplicated by a court-
ordeted substitute." Thus, the Standards urge proper legal recognition"
of this long-standing assumption of child development scholarsinp and
practice's

The Standa:ds also acknowledge that deference to parental autonomy

IJA/A5A Standards pt III
Id pt I%

s Id pis 11. V-1.111
Id pt I \

1 Id pt
Id pt 1

9 Indeed. th, Standards refuse to mandate afhimatise duties of (1.111d (A11- Instead, the
Standaids spc .,as thane halm, that pI.ruts trust not taust or ((emit I hus, the child
has no light to an ideal" faint's that will furnish the Best opportuints for growth et.

"inmentaiN pt I at '17 18. 12, id. ( ommeitats, ct 2 1, at Pr
[hereinafter cited as Commentars) In fact, under the Standards, the child's tights to
adequate (ate and protection are realized on!. when the parents has(' cormmtted grc,ss arts
,sf abuse of neglect (mum, A:AB \ Stand sds 182 (Ntietnberget, dissenting) See
gener,ills S Katt. %%hen Patents Fail 15-57 (1971), Fraser, I he Child and His Parents A
Dein ate Balance of Rights. in Child Abuse and Neglect the Famtls and the Communes
124-29 ( R Helfer Sc (. Kempe eds 1976) I he Standards refuse to go till% further because
of .1 lack of consensus on what «institutes adequate child tate and a fear that any consensus
ssould ignore health. cultural hoses 1JAJAB A Standards pt 1 4, tommentars 44

Stanles s 11111101S III) 1. S 1/1-.1 61S 114721 1'111111. t Massachusetts, 321 1 S 1)8,
170 (141), Fraser, supra note 9, at 326

" I I VABA Standards, Iniroductem at 3
" In some cases, this etas tint be the "biological parent" but tallier the upsschologual

patent I Goldstein, A Fiend & A supra now 1, at 19
" Se, 1 Bosslbs, Child (.tire and the Growth of 1 ose H (2d ed 1961), Burt, Deseloping

( onstitutional Rights of, In and for Children, 39 Lass & Contemp Ptah 118, 127 (1975)
14 rot 1 list of stall statutes expinitls adopting this pieferen(e for the home, tie

Innokin ( hill Custods Adjudication Judicial Functions in the Face of Indetelminacs, 39
LI% tic Proh 226, 243 n 83 ( 1475)

" See 4 Is..tchtshm, ( hild %Venal,. set Niles 257 (2d ed 1974), S Kat,,supra note 9, at 52
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672 BOSTON UNIVERSITY LAW REVIEW [Vol. 57:670

may not always be in a particular child's best interests. In that case, the
.standards expressly commit the state to protection of the child despite the
resulting destruction of and intrusion upon the parent's right to care,
custody and contiol.'6 Thus, the Standards continue the role of the state
as parens patrtae." The commentary to the Standards reiterates the tradi-
tional justification that the child's comparatively helpless condition war-
rants state intervention and protection." In addition, intervention may
disrupt the (Idle of the abused of neglected :Auld's becoming the abusing
or neglecting parent."

The Standards' most innovative precept is the general restriction of the
court's power to imervene to only those cases in which the chill has
suffered specific harm." In the past, courts have intervened bz.sed upOn
highly subjective judgments concerning parental unfitness cm unpleasant
home conditions without any showing that this behavior or these condi-
tions resulted in specific harm to the chiid." The Standards reflect the
widespread disapproval of such overreaching by experts" aad appellate
courts." In effect, the Standards have established a per se rule that the
presumption in favor of parental autonomy is rebutted only by a showing
cf specific harm to the child

Although these principles provide a sound theoretical basis for a
scheme of state intervention, their accommodation and practical applica-
tion in the Standards are sometimes unsatisfactory. In this article. we will
set forth both our criticisms of the present provisions and our suggested
revisions. Generally, we conclude that the Standards continually fail to
refine the scheme to reflect the different degrees of intrusion upon
parental autonomy caused by reporting, court-ordered provision of ser-
%Ices in the home and remoy al %Ve suggest that legislatures considering
reform in child protection laws modify the Standards :n order to increase
the availability of less intrusive means of state intervention. Accordingly,
we believe that the grounds for reporting and for court-ordered provision
of services should be significantly expanded. Our experience indicates
that the proF ylactic and therapeutic nature of early, limited intervention
can minimize the instances in which a child must be removed from his
parents."

'" IJ.I tR,s Standaidi. pi I 'I, arrnr t, 1 Caddo( Fiend & t Solon, supra note I, at 7
17 Set S Katt, supra note 9. at I, MtIoAttl, Foster ( aid In Whose Best Interest's', 43

Han Ed Rev 599, 603 (I'173)
'" Commentary 45
'° Id , J Goldstein, A Freud & Solent, supra note 1, at 7
" HA/ABA Standards pt 12
2' Commentary 38-39
" See, e g . j Bowlb,, supra note 13, at 85
23 See. e g In re Roya, 255 Cal App 2d 260. 257-68, 63 Cal Rptr 252, 256-57 (Ct App

1967), In re Cager, 251 Md 473, 479, 284 A 2d 384, 388 (1968), State v Geer, 311 S W 2d
49. 52 (Mr, Ct App 1958)

24 See Burt & BalYear A New System for Improving the Care of Neglected and Abuser"
(.hddren, 53 Child %elf ire 167 (1974), Newberger. Hagenbuch, Ebeling, Colhgan, Sheehan
& McVeigh. Reducing the Literal and Human Cost of Child Abuse Impact of a fv.sv
Hospital Management System, 51 Pediatms 840 (1973)

5
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Our criticism ge- ,rates from our wink at Children's Hospital Medical
Cent,'r in Boston with children who suffer from abuse or neglect as a
result of their parents' problems. Our concern in this article will focus
upon the Impact of the proposed model not only upon children and
parents but also upon the professionals who work with them. Throughout
the article, we have drawn specific cases from our clinical experience to
illuserate the painful choices professionals must make and the in-
adequacies of the present and proposed systems of child protection

A GRANT OF JURISDICTION TO ORDER SERVICES

Despite our agreement with the Standards' three basic tenets
deference to parental autonomy, the paramount nature of the child's
interests, and the limitation upon state intervention to cases involving
specific harmwe fundamentally disagree with the Standards' undif-
ferentiating distrust of all unrequested state intenention into the family,"
To minimize state intervention, the Standards limit court jurisdiction to
only those cases involving serous harm to a child.26 Thus, a Hat ban is
imposed upon intervention in cases of nonsenaui harm Moreover, this
jurisdictional grant operates without regard to the nature of the interven-
tion sought; it applies equally to courts' power to order removal of the
child from the parents and to the power to order less intrusive and
pientially less destructr-e dispositions, such as homemaker services or
therapy. To obtain any intervention, the petitioner must show by clear
and convincing evidence that the child is "endangered";27 the child must
have suffered, or "there is a substantial risk that the child will imminently
stiffer, physical harm causing disfigurement, impairment of bodily func-
tioning, or other serious physical injury,"" or the child must be suffering
"serious emotional damage."" Additionally, the petitioner must convinc-
ingly demonsti ate that imervention is necessary to protect the child from
future endangerment." Thu, the same grave level of harm that would
lustily the removal of a child constitutes the exclusive occasion for all
unrequested state intervention.

Two aspects of this Jurisdictional scheme are objectionable. First, we
disagree with the flat ban upon intervention for nonsenous harm. Second,
we disagree with the Standards' failure to distinguish between removal
and court-ordered provision of services in the threshold requirements for
.tate intervention 31 Both provisions ignore the difference between the
intrusive and potentially hal mful effects of removal and the less drastic
effects of providing services in the home. Moreover, Inherent in this
jurisdictional giant is a negative appraisal of the value of services. In

IjA/ABA Standards 184 (Billet, disseliting)
" Id pt 2 I
" /d

/d pt '2 1(R). arriiid, id ptc 2 I(,N) S.:

7F Id pt 2 1(1)
'" pt 22

No, id at IMI (Niwrnbeiger. dissenting)
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deriving jurisdiction over cases involving nonsentus harm, the Standards
have adopted a per se rule that th- benefits of services never outweigh the
intrusion upon parental autonomy and the risk of harm from inter ven
tion.32 In specifying the prima facie requirements for state intervention in
cases of senors harm, the Standards gi-e equal weight to the Intrusive
effects of the removal of a child from his parents and the unrequested
provision of social services.

We urge map' revision of this junsdnuon provision Jurisdiction
should be divided into two separate categories the first, to order services,
the second, to order removal.33 To establish jurisdiction to order services,
the petitioner should have to show by clear and convincing evidence that
the child has suffered or will imminently suffer physical or emotional
harm. senow or nonsenos.34 Once this requirement is satisfied, the
but den of proof conc, ring future harm should shift to the parents. The
parents. assisted by counsel, would have to demonstrate that, because
future harm is unlikely, intervention is unnecessary. Moreo, el-. we sug-
gest that. if the evidence concerning future harm is inconclusive the count
should he given discretion to consider the therapeutic value of seivices,
presently impel miscible under the Standards.

A Providing Services to Cases Nonsmous Harm
[he family situation in which a child suffers nonsenous halm is not

only not "Ideal,"35 it is quite oppressive, albeit ,ithout (Langer to life and
limb of the child The child will consistently su, ter specific, demonstrable
physical or emotional harm, even though such harm does not rise to the
gravity required by the Standards nor present a "substantial risk that the
child will mmncntly suffer" such severe harm. An example of parental
abuse constituting nonsenous lieu in would be a child who i egtfla ii% re-
ceives painful brmses in the coarse of parental discipline," Nonserious
harm attributable to pat ental neglect would include some "failure to
thrive" cases.37 Commentary accompanying the Standards suggests that
court intervention would be permissible if the child suffered "severe
malnutrition. extremely low physical growth rate. delayed hone matura-
tion. and significant retardation of motor development."3N By implication.

12 Spy Commentan I/4, 43
" One of the to- reporters hr the Standards. Professor Robert Bur, has similarl% sug-

gested that adjudication and disposition alternators should not he considered separately See
Burt, Forcing Protection on Children and Their Patents -the Impact of It %man Jame... 69filch i. Res 1254, 1286 (1971)

" See Daly, Veilltul Child Abuse and State Repotting Statutes. 23 Miami 1 Res283, 318, 343 (1969) (favors reporting Of nonsentnis haunt
Commentate 49

" Id at 53-54 Recent data has shinen that. of teported mordents of ploSII al anilines
allegedly (cursed be abuse, 51 3 peor.nt %ere «insidered mumt and only 2 4 per ent «insti-
tuted 111.111)1 phcsu.tl .11111SC XS.. 11 N1,01011.11 Studs 1/11 ( had 11 glrct and
Abuse Reporting 4 (1477)

" Sre gnera(h salesman. Reporting Child thine A Ri vie .. of the Literature. 8 Fam 1 Q
245. 268 t Ifri4)

'" ommeman iJ
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less extreme manifestations of the same of sitinlar smptoms of "failure to
thine" would be outside the coatis Jurisdiction unless those agencies
seeking intervention could plove that more se.ete harms were Imminent

The Standards' ban upon prosision of sen u es in cases of nonsenous
harm represents one Instance of the Standards' deference to the right of
parents to real their children nee from state inter Se.eral as-
sumptions underlie the prohibit(( ii. First, the Standards assume that a
meaningful disum non can be made between .oluntar. and coercive state
intervention in abuse and neglect cases Second, it is assumed that, be-
cause parents of children suffering nonsenous harm can .oluntanl. re-
quest setu es, some of these children will be helped. Finally, the Stan-
dards assmbe that «ten ne prosision of senIces to families in which the
child has suffered nonsenous hatm is mote often harmful than beneficial

I Voluntat. Vet sus Coerme Intet.ention
!he Standards' reliance upon the distinction between a patent's .olun-

tars request for senu es and state- coerced intmention is unsound be-
cause the distinction is often meaningless or binned in the context of
neglect and abuse cases An apparent'. .oluntat. tequest, tit team., ma.
he a product of external pressures 39 Fm example, the parents ma. make
a ".oluntar." request lot services because their ..Mare worker has elatet
express'. or implied'. conditioned continued benefits upon such a le-
quest.4" Comerselv, parents ma) loud'. protest inter.ention while simul-
taneous". making indite« pleas tot help.4' Resistance and denial of guilt
air Ritual reactions of parents when confronted 1-). a social worket's
allegations' Yet clinical expenence indicates that a patent who harms his
cttld has ambRalent feelings:" He ..ants to hide from the shame and
stigma but dm) wants to stop his abuse or neglect" He is then actual'.
telie.ed N% hill state authorities ha.e ftnail. cow eine(' themsekes with the
famth's mines -3'

Pot examptct tnothet 'nought het daughtet , aged :bine, to ( fill& en's
Hospital Mc& al (-mei with multiple bloke!) fibs and leg f WI es. The.

" Batted (III I 11 111(41 4 \ III 1.(('. ,tune pert, ha% e suggested that the pat( Ht, %oltintan,
t 1 I III MI( 1)1 1)1 14411 II1,1) .44 114111 It lot 44 ((I III 111111( .1111) 10)1144,14%1 (It t4t. MAIO 111 4I

.4 p,4,11, I I WI fit ft 11444 SI( it ;44, 1'1)110( 1. 1 1', \t }11.11111 '.1(11!) (,/ Kiiints \bus{Infants Ind 1111,111( Millie II ," I he Bate( +1 1 held IY 11211 411 k Iii It( I ti ( ht um( 11/711
4" ( ), mmentat% 11,7, 1 eine, ( l'aren, A r)en)%sntnatton of the Child Protetnnt1stem 3) t Pm I Re% 1, 11-13 (19/3)
" Part 11t1 a41(14 make do, sohintat% rcyut,t, 11esandet, I hr Sonal %%mice( and thelent '., m lit limeg tilt liattest d ( hild and 111, 1-a 1),l\ 22-23 ft. kempe lielfet

1,(72), Del tan115, ( InUt Pt on I non- 1 ( otnio( lit ) 'so( ootdmated l'one,s, Fourth \ a-
tional 'N%ttipositim on hill bus( 1/411)1111 1(173 it 8 1114 lint man 1114141.1111' ti,( Mich, 1) 1)1% "G-0

S., tilt 14 Y., P1)111141.. .14/m4 11(41( 54, at 12-)
" 1)0,111 o I h, kok 51,0141 0 1 h. 11 (11( t( (I ( 110(1 ol I') 1'55

I I

" 1 Isadmslim wipm !loot 1') at 212
" /,/ at 2-11 21)", liege..t of a ',lull of Prole., te ,e met.% and the

l'enble Ill Neglee of 1111 he ri Iii \e%,. J 1.4('N S 1 14 riS4
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mothet denied that the injuries were intentional's inflicted and, instead,
claimed that then had resulted from her daughter's accidental fall from a
bed onto a concrete floor However, based upon x-rays that revealed
varying ages of the ft actures, the physicians concluded that the moth 's
explanation of the cause was Inadequate. The mother persisted in her
denials and offered arguments and proof in support of her explanation.
She displayed a health clinic schedule card to y enfv that she had taken the
child for examinations every few months since bit th. She maintained that
her evidel:t concetn for the child's medical are was inconsistent with a
desire to harm her child. She further Insisted that the presence of old
injuries was impossible because no physician had brought any injuries to
her attention at the pnor exams. Because of the perceived risk to the
child, the Hospital initiated a care and protection petition in juvenile
exult Shortis there,:fter, the mother admitted her long-term physical
abuse of her child She stated that, for the first time, she was able to
erbali-m a need for help Eyidentl, the petition had p'ovided the struc-

ture necessary for such communication In additu..., she-explained that
her ftequent skits to medical clinks had. in fact, been an unstated search
for deteuion and support. Thus. despite her vigorous denials and her
Wine to request yelp prior to th,' court action, the mother apparently
desired intervention. HoweYet, wider the Standards, If this mother had
caused only nonsenous harm, the Hospital and the court would I) forced
to ignore urgent but indite( tly expressed needs of the family This case
illustrates an additional fallacs in the Standards' distinction between vol-
untary and coercive intelyention. In cases of nonsenous harm, the Stan-
dards condition the piovision of %cry ic es upon an express request by the
parent and forbid any court action. However, in this case, court action was
the nee essary precondition for the mother's expression of need.

Es en if the patent does ny to obtain assistance by express request, our
experience indicates that this request may go unheeded." For example, a
thirteen-month-old infant from a middle-class family was diagnosed by
professionals at Children's Hospital as sever y retarded with slim devel-
opmental prospects. [he infant's mother revealed that she was so embar
rassed by the infant's condition that she kept him in a back room of the
house. She also expressed homicidal tendencies toward the infant. She
told the professional staff that, while on a boating excursion with the
family, she had held the baby over the side and had actually considered
letting go. She sought a voluntary placement of the child through the
Department of Public Welfare but was to! I that no placements were
mailable. Similarly, the Department of Mental Health refused to assist
het. Thus. the Hospital physician and protectne service social worker

46 /I (f Ord, I A/ABA Standards 185 (Puller, dissenting), P. & McDonald, The Family
Court in an I than Setting. to Helping the Battered Child and His Fannk, .upra note 41, at
208, 221, 7ert & Watson, The Battered Child Rebrutahzed Ten Caws of Medical-Legal
Confusion, 124 An J Psych 1432, 1438 (1968), Wald, State Intervention on Behalf of
"Neglecied" Cluldien A Veatch for Realistic Standards, 27 Stan 1, Rev 085, 1000 (1975)

9
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%%el r Jou ed to tile a ale and prow( non point n ni cornet Anoint's, on
behalf Of both state agencies ai wk.(' in count against the pennon Neset-
theless, tic' count granted the pennon and plated the child in a liUSaitaki
tot uetatded children

This ease starkly Illustrates the present practue of both prn ate and
public agencies of refusing to expend precious resources unless a court
mandates the provision of services:" Frequently, the agent-% will esen
request a court order simply to Justify expeodaut es to a budget manager
The commentary to the Standards notes, with drsappros al, that some state
statutes condition financial aid on court supers Broil of the child. I he
authors lament the fact that the availability of public housing, for exam-
ple. will often tarn on the issuance of a court order 48

Yet, despite this express condemnation, the Standards implicitly give
legal sanction to this practice Because of the scarcits of social sets ices, the
Stand irds effectively legislate then exclusise distribution to cases of seri-
ous harm. The commentary Justifies the narrow scope of sate inter s
tion on the ground that it will channel services to the cases of greatest
need and, thus, maximize their effecuseness.49 Howeser, the Standards
and the commentary fail to recognize that, as a result, provision of
services at the request of a parent who has caused only nonsenous harm
may be nothing mote than a comforting fiction 50

The scarcity of services is further aggravated bs the new procedural
burdens the Standards impose upon agencies. Under the present draft, a
single agency could be called upon to perform an initial ins estigation of a
report of abuse" and. If court action ensues, the agents must submit an
invesuganse plan, conduct a detailed investigatton, anal ze the services
available and their possible impact, and submit specific treatment or
placement plans and periodic post-disposition reports 52 Moretner.
agents personnel liras he required to attend hearings at as mans as four
stage, of the initial proceedings,'' as well as at periodic les iews Of agent%
provision of services or placement 54 These procedures ate designed to
make the agent s more accountable to coin is 55 The net result, however , is

Addittonalls experts state that the sottal %sinker !mei resist dt ahng isith the -thus's e
side of the parent patient Holmes, B trnhart, Cantoni & Res tiler, Working %tat the Patent
in Child-Abuse Cases, 56 'octal Casevim k 1, 1-6 (1q75) I his tef usal based on the social
rsorker's ossn make-up suggests anothet reason tabs a couit ottlet ma% be a pit terpusite tot
pros ision of setsues

" Con-mental% 54-55
" IINAB Standards. Introduction at 4, (ait imentan
" 1 he Standards' assumption that sets ats kill be !urn tiled on a sr-Antrim% basis is deal

IJ k1,14 A Standattic pt I I ( ommentaiN 3A, 13 In situations in ',shah the set-sires of social
rsorkeis ate ill fart rink aailable through «mu intel%ention, one distingiashed trimmen-
tatot urged carts mien cumin Paulsen, Livi and '41)used ( of Flu Batu led (.hold,

note 01 al 1)1, 1611

' I I \ 1B \ Standatds tai i it

52 In pts i 24). (I') 62, 6 1, 7 I" pt 5 2 (atithowatioi of 'nit %ligation), t,f pt 2i( tapptos al of nisi sttgation pi..i
td pt irepoit). of tI h I arum)

" Iv pt 7 I
" I,t pt 1 M. ( orlon ,ats 17
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to so burden the agent's that it will he less capable of of fermg qualm
,ers ices to needs families than it is at present Unfortunatels, the scalcits
of seisKes puts even mote essuic on both the agencs and the court to
,elect less time-mniunung, less thoughtful treatment options. For exam-
ple, the snaphms of lemma!, although often more costly to the state in
the long run,''' will be mote attrathse in cases of serious halm than the
pionacted pios hum of neatment in the home'' Because the processing
of each case still exhaust judicial and agencs nine the (halters of the
standaids esidenik felt compelled to nai ow the scope of courts' junsdn-
non

The wisdom of drafting the Standards predicated upon the unfoitu-
nate piesent iealits of scarce resources'" is questionable," rather, the
Standards should proside for court - ordered services to all families who
could benefit from such assistance without iegaid to the degree of harm
in present agencs budgets. It would then be incumbent upon anv state
legislature enacting the Standards into last also to gua-antee adequate
funding to meet the 11N1 state intersention scheme. However, the present
draft actual's reduces the pi essure upon legislatures to expand -social
sees ice agencs budgets to meet the needs and expi ess requests of families.

The Standards assumption that a sharp distinction exists between sol-
untars and weicise state inteisention underlies the ban upon the prosi-
Sion of seisices in cases of nonserious hai in Yet our experience indicates
that the pi esence 01 absence of an express request rarely reflects paients'
feelingN toward state intrusion into their homes. More importands, when
coupled with the Standards' mcieased procedural requirements on agen-
cies. the ban etas iesult in the elimination of ans assistance to nonsen-
(isi% 'mimed children: on the one hand, agencies cannot initiate «ot
action. but. on the ()the'. dies often still not expend resources without
0111 I appros al

2 I he Value of I'm equested Assistance

Bs «mdaioning assistance in the home upon paternal request, the
Standaids replace an esaluation of the salue of the set sues to the child
and family with an inquirs into whether the patent has requested the state
intrusion If the patent has not wailed his ridt to autonomy, the non-
senousls flamed child will he denied access ',services." 'I his arrange-
ment appeals «intim% to the express commitment of the Standards to

,1 ( (m m nn ( lid hum. \ 1 tit itt \ sto11)1 It( poll 511111 1,472, liplott,d rn
I Ii K,it i 1111 (111(1 1111(( 1'1 ,11 .2:2) 2141 (al)i)

" 1)cFtanctt unpin mitt 11 at 13
" Sri gen, raII D' TAM I h( 'maws 111 ( t% it es, A National 1-hlemrna, in

iii ping th< liatteted Child ths atoll% 114111(1 note II at 127, 131-3h
II , AB 0,411.1a1.1s 181 Wolter. (lox Attittg) ( mitta, v 'mat. InterAentton 4,n

-N.gle.t4.)(1" Children Standards tit RennA.d 111 ( inIchett horn !heir Hotiles.
\totitto)ing the Status nl Chaldten in Poste.' ( ate, and let !notation of Paternal Rights, 28
',tat) I R<1 h2', h12 (1976) (),upiwittng » approa.h)

^" » I:VA kltandards 181i frolic!, dm( ming) (* benign neglect- 14% state)
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plow« the child's needs in ant «inflict of int-tests bctiAcen patent and
child ^I Additionalk it seems «mud! % to the Standaids' .ohrunitint.ti, to
"strengthen Eolith hle"h2 because tote-in ch. I ed assistance to the fatoth is
eliminated I he Stand.ilds negate these criticisms b minim:mg the N'aloc
of untequtsted assistance 111 11110Si se's, (" (MI t-ot del Cd pi 01 IMOD Of ser-
%Ic Cs to families in whit h the child has sutfe:ed int\ atinsenous hat in is
assumed out to be in the clitId't, best interests 1 he «mit-nem-dr% suggests
that such mien cotton at hest, ssould he mmunalh helpful and, in fact.
could e5 be hatntful to the (hold " Fhe Standards appat ends conclude
that ,tits minca benefits ate ouristighed 1). the loss of parental Montan N

In another f 01 11111I reporter on the Standards, Pt ofesskir :Michael
Wald. has elalxnated the bases for this conclusion " He suggests that the
elf «AIN eness of am assistance Men he siginficanti% reduced if pi muled on
.1 mei cis C. as opposed to %oluntat%, basis Amy tg the potential dangets of
assistance citcd mandatot% clan (-ate. for example, might weaken the close
attachment hetween patents and (hold c ticial to Lcalth% des elopmcjIt
How esei. as Pt ofessor Wald a( ktmledges, this attachment inas alt cads
he weak in hat tofu! famth situations .6S Professor Wald also distinguishes
between me i.due of -hard" and "soft" senices He adtnits that pins 'sum
of "hat d' set Res--huancial and, nlecitcal c,:ac and hcire akeiswould
he helpful but adds that such assistant e is not usuatl% itthmtning "
How eset he note that the effectneness of the more «minion "soli"
set 0 Cssin As ((muscling and patent education has been (lisp ON en 67
Mot ens Ci ess01 Wald maintains that such secs ices can often be
hat fitful if the soctal %sot Let is Inept ot injects his iniddle-( lass bias into
the decisions 1 egalding child tale and housekeeping He feats that the
social wot Let's inter% ention was result in inconsistent parental beh.mot
that %\ill contuse the child and disturb the child's adjustment to the
unIntalth% situanon In addition, he postulates that the p tic tit 111.15 (111C( t
its csctioncnt of the mul( cntion tO0 dtd the ( 1111d as the (ails(' of the
natusion

Studies ineastumg the elk( tiseness of ,,etsRes /lase pp)(11.1(ed olloo
dusIse tcsulfs Some studies hde dtay. n negato, con( Itoaans," others,
pt,s.tRe c'" hit then nun it is genetalls agteed that Incasioing the (Mt-

' 11 pt I 5

utinne mai% 12-4
" %\A(' titter, note it. it (ant) Won t he ttilltot (stir "I? dnt him. that the I(

\pi es,«I those mI the I,t. title 2,tandat(4, Willnrsslull I i at ne;'5
Id Itnn-n7

" 1.1 ,it OW(
'7 1d .11 'NS ti i i

\ , l'(1,11,,..% I lie t til 1( It' ',TALI, 11011 Snit. 1)4.1
2segh, t In this ( oi111111 Re lout 14) the j1,111t i/111111 II MI It 111.11 for ( 41 114hMt
111,11,1/ i, 1) ( ,utra emit I, at 4'1-17, I Itt Multi-1'1.4)1m 1)detrima krsatt.
Dimmstlation %.1114 Multi 19081, flSthet, Is Lise.01k}He( list.. A Reuta. 1t4 sotidl SA fit I., 5 (1,47 4,evonat t mph( . a FallItIN lilt
luipre sent lit t. 52 So, taI Caselkot I. 455 I 1n71)

" See, e g, hadtt,Itin, upra tym 11, at 15 2fin 71. 2 littv hdelal Plogi
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wine of sennes on_an objective scale is very difficult.7° It is particularly
difficult to design research projects to measure significant improvements
in lamas behavioi Because the Standards maintain the presumption in
Lour of pal ental autonomy, failure to prove that service's will improve the
famil% situation is dispositive against intervention." This conclusion ig-
noies that the presumption has, to some extent, been rebutted by proof
that the parent has caused harm, although not serious. Significantly,
Piotessoi Wald has tailed to cite studies supporting his thesis that the
effecticeness of sersaCS turns on whether they are provided on a volun-
tar (imp e basis 72 In fact, the intervention of legal authority can
enhanie a parent's respect for the treatment program and thus increase
its Oki ti ness 73

Our experience has been that services provided on an'involuntary basis
tan he helpful For example, a mother brought her eleven-year-old
daughter to Children's hospital and reported that the chid had told her
that the bullet had nnisturbated in front of the daughter and invited her
into his bed In ,iddition, the mother revealed that three months earlier,
leafing her husband's temper, she had fled home and left the child
behind mill the lathe! l'he child denied having mentioned her father's

s ual ads <lines Eineigencs loom physicians were unable or unwilling to
make a thorough medical examination because of the child's uncoopera-
m( it and anxietc The child was admitted for "social reasons" to
pt.' nut Itittiiti evaluation of the farruls situation and the child's needs.

Liss( holognal ionsultation and .social service interview revealed that the
t hilts had t eientic lost bladder anct bowel control at night, performed
hoof lc in experienced nightmares, gained excessive weight and
b( «oni casinglc tense The conclusion drawn from this initial evaltia-
',' ti %N.IN that OW (held NuiS "troubled," even though no ci*nr evidence of
)(Innis r motional damage emerged'. However. the diagnostic team er-
pi iteu thc faits that she spoke of a "secret" with her father and men-
tioned that he had brought her cant' during school recess as soft signs of
possible sexual abuse The mothei desired help for her daughter but
scented inn apable of obtaining assistance herself. She did not know what
set ices e acalianit not how' to use them However, she did not wish to
Icaci tits child in the Hospital tot the tune required to o)ncluct a full

()me she 1N rn attempted to remove the oung-
,n I bi taus( osii feats and loneliness Whi n the father was inter-

ts,s Nosing RNICY and Recommendations 275-76 (1973), Burt & Ba1yeat, supra
nose 24 hoist. Hole, \eulx-rger & Reed. Fnoronmental Correlates of Pethatnc Soo
'"1" "n1" 141111,1,111011s 01 .111 Ailso(sss nprosu h. 6e Am Pub Health 612\ wl gt I I igenbu, it hbeltrig. (AtIligan Sheehan & Veigh, tuprcs note 24,

stn t It 1.1, full, u I supra ;in, at 131

See NS alsi, %ulna note 46, at 97S n 73
Sr e But t, ,upta 1101C 13, at 1271: y Wald. supra note 46, at 999 n.86
l'ostessass Wald corn tuntedes that %octal senses are successful despite minal hostilityr yip-a note t54
Pat tisk DeSat\ & Slut nut, ( had Neglect l'oderstaniling and Reaching the Parent 58

11'4721
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viewed, he denied that any problems existed and expressed strong hostil-
its towaid his wife and the Hospital personnel l'he Hospital staff at-
tempted, without success, to insolse sarious child protection agencies
The agencies all t efused because the% eithet wet e ()scut owded ut consid-
ered the case "inappropriate." The Trauma-X Group at Children's
Hospitala multi - disciplinary team for ti eatment of neglect and abuse
crises -- derided to seek court intervention in this case At the prehmmars
hearing, the judge entered a tmporars order granting physical custods
of the child r a treatment center to conduct further evaluation. The
center began diagnosis and therapy and also enrolled the child in a special
educa' program. mile mother began weekly counseling with a psschi-
attic social worker from the same facilits. The father, after a coutt-
ordered psychiatric evaluation, agreed to seek help for his depression and
chinking problem. I heteatter, die mother and lathe' resumed Its mg
together.

This petition would not satisfy either of the relevant grounds for court
intervention proposed by the Standards. The commentary indu ales that
intervention is authorized only when the sexual abuse constitutes a viola-
tion of the state penal corle.74 The only hard evidence at the time of the
petition had related to the father's exhibitionism and propositions at
home, which alone might not constitute criminal violations The Stan-
dards also permit the court to intervene when the child is presently
suffering "serious emotional damage. "75 The Trauma -N Group had
sought court action before the deselopment of soong manifestations of
senous emotional harm because of legitimate concerns about the child's
mental status and the adequacy of the mother's caretaking. Additionally,
the Group had hoped that early action could present the need to remote

child in the future. Although the court would hase been forced to
. miss the petition under the Standards, in the actual case the entire
family veil f_learly benefited from the court's intervention. This case and
the case of the mother who admitted her abuse only after the court
petition was filed also Illustrate the therapoitu. salue of court ac non itself
In both cases, the court action was the catalyst or %chicle enabling the
parents to confront their problems

Professor Wald's segregation of "hard" and "soft" services, and his
respective approval and disappios al, ignores the evolving clinical model

" Commentar% 60
" IJAJABA Standards pt 2 ItC) The Standards further define the specific manifestations

constituting senous horn as "se%ere anxiet%, depression. or %,ithdra%sal, or unto% ard ag-
gressne beha%mt toward self or others " We share one expert's hesnam% to freeze the
definition into a statute because of the present state of our knowledge about de% elopment S
Katz, sup note 4 at 68 In addition, as the commeniars also suggests, the definition must be
read in the c% 'text of the different stages of development at different ages Continental% !%;
However fixing specific attnbutes in the statute ma% produce static rather than develop-
mental interpretations For example, courts %arising with the definition mat ignore the fact
that what constitutes "annusard aggressne hehauor" at one age mat be quite normal at
another

1 4
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and pt at In e of a «mihmed approach to treatment 74' Based upon ei-
deuce indicating that eternal sties is substannalls 'elated to neglect,
abuse and other pediatric soital illnesses, the treatment of families now
fix uses upon lehoing the eteinal stresses of inadequate housing. health
and child (ale directls suppking these needs Houe\el, equalk impor-
tant components of this nes treatment include "soft" seisaes, such as
counseling and education. spciaicall designed to enable parents to se-
cure lemances in the flame ; systematic studs measuring the effective-
ness of this «ubined approach has not been undertaken However, the
data del iistiatnig the connection hemeen these external stresses and
the incidence of neglect and abuse k arrant the inference that treatment
dnected at'iehesing these stresses caruedectivels prevent individual cases
of future neglect and abuse and cv impuwe the fanak's abilits to (mitre
seiswes (01 the child. Our cu nit,ti expeilence supports this conclusion''
Obsiousl success on an indnidual le el cannot substitute for efforts to
change institutions and collect the inadequac% of resources that affect
',age numbels of the population

I he fact that this and other iun el approaches Inas not set be ptevalent
does not support the nal un's grounds for court - ordered set sa es adopted
In the Standards (laicism that %%as pies iousk leveled %sith legard to
limiting these grounds based upon the pi esent dismal quanta% of sersices
applies equalls %shell based upon the piesent quaht of segues. If en-
lightened treatment methods %mulct benefit a troubled Lund's. the Stan-
(Lads should pc: Hilt a court to older such assistance.'" Conconmanth.
plot esstonals must pi essui e agencies and state legislators to inipime the
qualm of setsites through tiaming in modem approaches to treatment of
Child neglect and abuse I he .:tandaids themselves «mld he (hafted to
1"'"ute son h 11-'" approaches to treatment For (1/4.'1110'. the Staiidatds
could establish cm/en-based councils to place «nannung plessine on
professional groups, igencies and legislatines to increase the qualm, as
nell as quanta%, of segues.'" -These councils could supply the-input of
local %allies, traditions, needs and puorines into the design of treatment
model. m" In addition, the Standards could establish a mechanism to
coot dinate state departments of child health. mental health. selfate wi-
shes" and emplm mem oppoltunmes fin the patents."2 Itough this

F lee t;nentlIN \e%lu & Hutt-, ( hull \lava% Pitruiples. and Implir armies of Cu( tem
Pt dtatru Pram( e. 22 Pedtattu ( lams (4 Nut th \rnen(a WI., Piro Ne551reiger. Hag( it-
haul), lbehrtg, ( Sher horn & Nit \ (ugh. supra note 24

Shaw Hide, Ne55het get & Reed. supra note 69
,upra note at 12,6

S.. Sr It ( 1,11 'NI tit SS1( !filth ,open Twit. )1, ) )2
I dr Irn.tn I In 1,111,t1IMS( if, 1 ,isk Flu ds,t( \ Iwo 01111(11( 11 I i 11.115 1 (1
I)3(1 11(17 it

*" Sot II ( oil ,rift: 111/10 I at 117 1)( 1 Linos ,upon Intl rS .11 1 ix- 11Ink tt,It
& Rth Met vtpra note 47 at 12 See gettrolltv joint ('sown on the Mental Health of

( hilthen ( tho, ni ( hill Mental II( alth ( tulle ng0 loi tin 141701., at (1-21 11970)
Ne.heiget. Neuberger RI( hniond, ( hill Health in Situ Ina 1 (maid .1 Rational

Puhh( Folios, 11 Milbank Mentonal Fund ?'Health & Sot's, 219 i197to
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coordinating mechanism, the Standards svould further tfie goal of a co-
herent, emln awe approach to farads pioblems ""

Were we to agice with the Standards' assumption that most nonscri-
ousls thorned children are not benefited hs court - ordered prosision of
sen ices. we N. mild nexertheless be unable to support the fiat ban upon
state intent:noon. To prohibit all intervention and thus dens assistance to
esen those cl en who could be helped does not seem to us the proper
resolution t he ;outfitting inter, sts. The at knowledged trade-off in
adopting the ban on mtersermon tot nonsenous harm is that cases that
wart ant nuersention must be dismissed in older to prevent unjustified or
unproductise intrusions upon parental control in other cases." We are
unconsimed that jut:1'' discretion has been so umsiselv exercised in the
past Moremet, the instances of useless or hai .tful intrusions will be
"educed hs the Standards' limitation upon intervention to cases of specific
harm Courts can thus ensure that the set-sires ordered will closely relate
to the nature of the specific harm." Finally, rather than abandoning ans
attempt to aid the non riousls hat med child, legislatures should consider
proposals, in additionto those suggested in this a-tide, to improve the
qualm and asailabilits of sersnes 8$

B The Ennui' Endangel ment RequitemeNt

I. Initial Ii tenennon

Ac«nding to the present draft of the Stand, :ds, once a pentione
seeking court intervention has established tha a child is "endangered,"
the petitioner must satisfy the second requirementdemonstrate that
intervention is necessan to protect against future endangerment." This
requirement applies equally to both sersices and remosal. Objections to
this jurisdictional requirement ate threefold First, as in the initial it-

. Tint:men' of "endangerim in," the petitioner must satisfy 'the same bur-
den of pouf iegardless of which disposition is sought. Second, because
the likelihood of tutu' e bar in and the Impact of intervention are difficult
to prose, placing the but den of proof on the petitioner may be tan-
tamount in mans cases to a dens, I of court jurisdiction Third, the Stan-
dards eplessIs reject the more chscetionais "hest 'metes's of tie child"
test in f um of considering a detern"uation regai ding only the

" see \ atutnal Research (ounril, National Academe of Sewn( es Toward a National
folios for Children and Families 1197h)

"' Another reason for broadened wart Mit \ CIIII011 to itfrrruxe the coordinated .13-
proath to treatment has been sugges.ed tans Ten & Watson, inpro rude 46, at 1439

" I JAI \B S Standards !ntrodin non at b, Commentaii, f S Iati. supra note 4, at
63-67

" supra note I, at 5-6 S Katz, supra note (t, at 64
If.' ABA Standords IM l-Sti Wolter, dissenting)
bt pt 2 2 In part r, F 1(2), Standatds 1;;ate the burden on the petitioner to prose

fir dear and «ins im mg et Hien«. allqs Nof to lent tO suppoi t t he petition Presu ma bl
IOC hide, the jut sduminal requirement of future endangerment
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pophslactic salve of intervention. This latter test, however, excludes a
idles ant inquirs into the therapeutic value of court- oruered services.

Distinguishing between services and removal is most appropriate in the
«m:ext of the "necessity of intervention" jurisdictional requirement. Be-
causc court ordered services invoke much less drastic interference with
the patent - child relationship and much less stigma for the parents than
removal, the restraint on court intervention should be significantly less
when scmces are the oils disposition requested by the petitioner. Fur-
thermore, set-sic-es and remos al are different in kind, not just in degree.
Sersic es most siiicalls invoke direct provision of medical care or better
housing, naming in fiiimemalang techniques, or counseling aimed at
emotional and behasioral improvements." These services are directed
tow, rd benefiting the entire family. Admittedly, removal sometimes will
be accompanied by services to the parents in an effort to reunite the
lamas," Howeser, in general, the curative aspects of removal are less
significant than its intrusise effects. Removal is a decision to save the child
at the expense of the parents' right to custody. Thus, a distinction be-
tween sersices and removal will he particular!) appropriate if the court's
jurtsdictional inquirs is expanded to include consideration of the thera-
peutic value of interveation.

File Standards limn the comes nicrirs to whether intervention is nec-
essais to present future harm. This test, which replaces the prevailing
-best interests of the child" test, would guide a court's decision whether9°
and in what manner :t should intervene.9' The drafters of the Standards
rejected the presaleut test to avoid the guesswork inherent in its applica-
tion. For eNample, in a removal case, the application of the "best interests"
test iequires a judge to compare the probable consequences of removal
with seseral alternative programs of assistance an the home. The judge's
,omparati , .1nalysis must be based upon predictions about future behav-
ior of eac h family member in a number of contexts. The judge must also
predict the progress the child would make in a foster home. Judicial
officers and the adjudication process are particularly ill-suited to make
such uncertain predictions about human development.92 Uncertainty of-
teis for the court's bias to replace proper criteria." Addi-

"" Ste ( ()mine wan 117 -
" Id 110

See Ntnookin, supra note 17, at 614, 627-28
the continentals discusses the replac einem of the "best interests" test at the disposi-

tonal phase ( ommentais 120 fimsesei, for both jurisdiction and disposition, the Stan-
dards substitute similar tests of the nrcessits of intersention to protect against futgire harm
1; A/ABA Standards pts 2 2 8: 6 4 Thus, discussion of the substitution of the "best interests'
test is equalb approplime at the itinsdictional phase t a citation of,tbe states that. hase
adopted the 'best interests" test lot dispositions in their statutes or case 1a-te,',111.11.6tookins
supra note 14, ,it 243 it 81

" Commentars 121 22, \1i "skin, cupra note 14 at 240-62, l'sbutokin, supra note 17, at
n13-22

'° Continental") 121, Minioldn, supra note 14 u 264,

1
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tionally, when the judgment is, by nature, subject to reasonable differ-
ences, appellate court control of the juvenile court becomes minimal.94

The Standards' suggested Inquiry into the prophylactic value of inter-
venuon does not completely avoid the uncertainty inherent in the "best
interests" test. court must still judge the likelihood of future harm
based upon predictions about parental behavior. Nevertheless, condition-
ing intervention on a Likelihood of future harm is generally sound. Obvi-
ously, if future harm is clearly improbable, a court should not intervene
despite a record of past harm; for example, the mother of the injured
child may permanently separate from the abusing lover. Theoretically,
the presumption in favor of parental autonomy may warrant placing the
burden of proof of the likelihood of future harm on the petitioner.
However, the petitioner must initially establish in the majonty of cases
that harm has occurred and, thus, will have rebutted any presumption of
parental fitness. In reality, a presumption of future harm arises from past
harm because of the twine of child abuse and neglect.95 A tpical
pattern of abuse involves a continuing series of assaults, escalating in
severity." Neglect is an even more obvious case of a chronic conc.lition.97
Moreover, placing the burden on the petitioner to show by clear and
convincing evidence that intervention is necessary to prevent future harm
would effecuYely preckde Intervention in many cases." Because predic-
tive judgments by nature are rarely conclusive, the degree of certainty
required by the "clear and convincing evidence" standard of proof may be
unattainable."

For the reasons outlined above, we suggest that, tn cases in which only
court-ordered services are sought, the future endangerment requirement
be revised. Once the petitioner has convincingly demonstrated that the
child is endangered, the burden of proof concerning future harm should
be shifted to the parents Consistent with the aLtual gature of hill abuse
and neglect, the parents, assisted by their attorney, should be required to
demonstrate that continuation of the harm is unlikely. Placing the burden
of this issue upon the parents is particularly appropriate because the

)od of future harm entails predictions concerning parental behav-
ior '9" However, we do not suggest that the parents be required to satisfy

" Mneokin, supra note 14, at 253-54
" See Commentars 63
" D (al, supra note 1, at 113. (Mid Abuse and Neglect Project I. din ( onim'n of the

States. National Center for the Prevention and treatment of Child Abuse and Ncglet t,
Child Abuse and Neglect Model Legislation for the States 2 (1976). tee Weston. I he
Pathologs of Child Abuse, in 1 he Battered Ladd, upra note 39, at 79-85

" (/ Koel. Failure to I hnve and Fatal Inturs as a Continuum, 118 Am j Diseases of
Children 51 (1969)

" Wald, supra note 46, at 1010 n 137
" See Comm. ,tars 113 (similar problems of proof «institute basis for rejec ting "beyond a

:rasonable doubt standard-)
'°° Although the language of the Standards would support densing junsdic non unless the

petitioner satisfies the burden of profit. the commentary implies a shift of the border. to the
patents ( ommentats 63-64 I he commentary lists examples of when a child inas have
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the burdensome dear and convincing standard. Rather, in those cases in
which evidence concerning future harm is inconclusive, courts should
have discretion to expand the inquiry and consider the therapeutic value
of winces t"'

In pr, ae. professionals often do not as-lee on the likelihood of future
haini in a particular case but do agree that intervention is w irranted. For
example. a mother brought her four-month-old daughter t, le Hospital,
complaining that the child's leg appeared misshapen. An ,xammanon
cNcaled a «mgen,tal hip defounit. Fhe infant undeiu ent surgery to

«are( t the defoinuts and had to wear a body cast to allow proper healing.
Upon observation of the interaction between mother and daughter in the
Hospital, personnel became concerned about the mother's ability to care
for the The mother occasionally left the bars of the crib dewn and
had difficulty keeping the cast clean She seemed unable to feed the infant
properly and to adjust the frame her daughter required for support. I he
staff 's conceit increased because. despite instruction and gentle warning,
the mother's behalor did not change after several weeks. In an interview
with a social worker. the [nether seemed depressed. She denied that siy
was having difficulty canng for her infant and es.plained that she needed
her daughter because sh:. was "all alone." When the social worker sug-
gested that a hotre health aide might be helpful after the infant was
&charged, the mother protested that sbe did not want or need any
assistance. During the interview, the mother revealed that she had had a
poor relationship ,pith her own mother and had been neglec .d in her
childhood. Some members of the Trauma-X Group believed that the
infant's need for special care, the mother's inadeci late caretaking and her
refusal to olnntanly accept assistance placed the child "at risk." While
these members advocated court intervention to keep the child out of the
home, other members wanted to give th,f mother a chance to prove
Inn self outside the Hospital. They suggested that the infant could safe!; be
(lischaiged if the Hospital could monitor the child's condition In frequent
outpatient visits and it the mother would accept instruction in proper care
techniques In a isiting nurse. Although the mother's inattention or

suffered a .peidn., sea rus Farm but, nonetneless, intervention is urine -essary Su prevent
kit ire halm First, when the abuse represented an is.Aated moment of anger, future
incidents ate not as likels Second, a court should dens Junsdiction when the family situation
has undergone tnatenal, long-term alteration since the time tne petition was filed. For
example, the parent . failure to supervise the child whale the parent was at work may have
been corret red rn tht prwagon of day hire services on a soluntary basis Thud when
inters ention may do more harm than good, the coat should not proceed In effect, the
ommentars offers examples Of instances in which the parents would be able to satisfy the

burden of proof that intervention is unnecessary. The fact that the information reqtaced by
these examples is more likely within the parents' knowledge provides further reason for
piacing the burden upon the parents

"" The commentary's third example of when not to intervene despite s showing of
"endangerment' when inter noon may do mor' harm than goodsuggests that inquiry
into therapeutic sable is appiopnate, As an illustration, the com,mentary refers to a iase of
sexual abuse 'II hit there is no (Alden( e that future abuse is likely. the counseling
iesinni es are limited and the family seen .. to he handling the problem adequately IS at 64
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carelessness might result in serious injury to the child, no one on the team
felt completely comfortable with that prediction. Nevertheless, the entire
team advocated intervention based upon shared doubts about the moth
er's ability to cope with the particular medical problems of the child.

This example suggests the proper criteria by which a court should
determine v hether to order services. Absent clear evidence that future
harm is or is not likely, a court should consider, in addition to the
probabilities of future harm, whether the specific services proposed are
directed toward and are likely to remedy the particular problem that gave
rise to the endangerment and whether the services are beneficial to the
family. In the example, the mother's inability to handle the child's treat-
ment gave rise to the endangerment. F,,,rvices directed toward training
and supervising her in the proper care of the child's condition could
prevent any future harm that might otherwise occur. Moreover, training
in the treatment required by the child's particular condition, as well as in
feeding, hygiene and safety generally, could benefit the entire family and
improve both the mother's self-image and her relationship with her
uaughter.

An inquiry into the general therapeutic value of services alone is sub,:ect
to criticisms similar to those directed at the "best interests of the child"
test. Admittedly, a court can find some general benefits in almost an'
proposed service Accordingly, we would narrowly limit the court's dis-
cretion to consider therapeutic value. A broader inquiry into the thera-
peutic value of services is tnggered only after the petitioner has estab-
lished a case of endangerment, and then only if the parents' proof that
uture endangerment is unlikely is insufficient. Moreover, general thera-
peutic value akne would never he sufficient to justify intervention: proof
of specific remedial efforts with regard to the particular endargeiing
problem must be required.

2. fin 'lunation of Senn es

The Standards mandate review every six months regarding "whether
the conditions still exist that lequired mitial intervention -1"2 Unless the
conditions still exist, the court must teinunat.. jurisdiction If the parents
state at the six-month beanng th.tt intervention is no longer necessary, the
agent v must demonstrate a need to «intinue.'" Moreover, at the end of
eighteen months of court supervision, the court must terminate jurisdic-
tion -less "there is deal and convincing evidence that the child is still
endangered would be endangered if services were withdrawn."10' This

for careful, penuche, review of the necessity for intervention will help
prevent «intinuant es that are based upon pei lunitory hearings or that
Icsult from forgetfulness of the «mit of agent% 105 However, by (midi-

t" IJA /ARA Standards pt 74(A1
(arnunentars 141

`" 11.UABA Standard, pt )

"' Ste id pt 7 1, Connnentars 131)
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Honing assistance beyond eighteen months upon "clear proof" of a neces-
sarily uncertain prediction, court jurisdiction may often end before the
family situation has stabilized.

The termination provisions retain the unfortunate, narrow focus of the
jurisdictional grant fur initial intervention. In doing so, the Standards fail
to distinguish between the significantly different potential harms caused
by initial and continuing intervention. The benefits of col tinued services
in the home will more often outweigh the intrusive effects. The benefits
of services often multiply over time as relationships with social workers
are strengthened and initial hostility is overcome. As parents develop
confidence in their child-caring abilities, their progress will advance more
rapidly. Moreosei, .1'e intrusive effect of continued supervision is riot a
muityle of the harm to rental autonomy caused by the initial interven-
tion The initial outside Intervention into the home causes the stigma and
most severeiv undermines parental authority over the child. This shift in
the balance justifies a broadened Inquiry Into the therapeutic value of
continued interventiou. In .fact, therapeutic value is entitled pa more
weight in the context of termination than was appropriate in the decision
whether to intervene initially. Although no Intrusion should continue
longer than necessary, the determination of necessity in termination hear-
ings should not turn solely upon proof by the intruding party that the
child will suffer physical or emotional harm. The mere fact that a child
will not be remjured at the particular moment does not suggest that the
family no longer requires judicial monitoring or social welfare interven-
tion. Once the court intervention has begun, jurisdiction should continue
until the family can no longer benefit from support and until they have
confronted basic problems.'°6 In effect, we suggest that the goal of con-
tinuing intervention is broader than that of initial intervention. Initial
intervention should be primarily, although not exclusively. directed to-
ward protecting against future harm. After the initial intrusion has oc-
curred, continued intervention should be directed toward giving the fam-
ily the tools to deal with their problems in the remote as well as in the
immediate future Unfortunately, the commentary specifically rejects this
broader purpose; the court is directed to continue services only if neces-
sary to protect the child and not solely because services are "useful."'"

We also disagree with the timing of court review under the Standards.
In our clinical expenence, we have found that eighteen months is in-
sufficient to cement short-term prophylactic gains into long-term
pronhyld tic and therapeutic benefits for the entire family.'" For exam-

'°° See Pollock & Steele. A Therapeutic Approach to the Parents, in Helping the Battered
Child and His Family, supra note 41, at 20

1" Commentary 141
I" See Pollock & Steele, supra note 106, Roth, A Practice Regimen for Diagnosis and

Treatment of Child Abuse, 54 Child Welfare 268. 273 (1975) See also Kempe & Heifer.
Innovative Therapeutic Approaches, in Helping the Battered Child and His Family, supra
note 41, at 46 (success of treatment by visiting nurses never realized before eighth or ninth
month)
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pie, the clinic at Children's Hospital examined a girl, aged five, for gross
developmental delays and scattered bruises Her mother had seemed
anxious and depressed. Her father had acknowledged enormous rage at
his daughter and uncontrollable impulses to harm her. Pursuant to statu-
tory mandate, the Hospital filed a child abuse case report. The report
effected neither change in the family's behasior nor advancement in the
child's developmental progress. New bruises were evident upon subse-
quent examinations. The Hospital filed a cc art complaint, requesting that
physical custody remain with the parents while the state was acting to
acquire legal custody. The Hospital staff hoped that court supervision
would assure that the parents would follow through with a treatment
program designed to resolve many of the family conflicts that had appar-
ently culminated in the father's anger toward his child. The court granted
the petition. Now, two years after the initial hearing, the parents
participate--although somewhat reluctantlyin a family treatment pro-
gram in the local court clinic. The father receives regular doses of a major
tranquilizer There have been no further incidents of injury to the child.
The daughter is making excellent developmental progress with the sup-
port of a specially designed academic program. Without court monitoring
and services, family decompensation and reinjury might well occur.
Moreover, the parents probably would not voluntarily request continued
services. For these reasons, and because the family appears to benefit
generally from the treatment, the state has recently urged a six-month
continuance of the case. Under the Standards, however, the state might
well fail to demonstrate by clear and convincing evidence that future
harm would occur if court supervision ter minated.

i
III. A GRANT Of JURISDICTION To ORDER REMOVAL FOR SER101 S HARM

We shale with the drafters of the Standards a distaste for removal of
the child from the home. Removal must be a remedy of last resort because
of its tremendous potential for harm to the child'09 and its total invasion
of the parent's right to custody and control. Thus, we approve of the
Standards' narrow junsdictional grant to order removal. Removal is avail-
able only if the child has suffered or there is a substantial risk that he will
imminently suffer serious harm and if it is necessary to protect against
future harmtt° In addition, removal must be the only means of protect-
ing the child.'" It is because we concur with these severe limitations upon
the court's powet to order removal that we have urged significantly
broader power to order services. Services should be more available be-
cause, as even the commentary suggests, services can often remedy a
dangerous family situation and thus prevent the need for removal in the
flume "2 ici elm e, ow cnticism of the present draft of the Standards

"4 See Mnookin, supra note 14, at 270-72, Wald, supra note 59. at 644-48
in) 1JA/ABA Standards pis 2 1 & 2 2
I" Id pt 6 4(0(1)(2)
'12 ()mmentar% 118, see Mnoolon, supra note 14, at 272, Wald, supra note 59, a, 647-48

9 9
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has focused upon the unwise limitations upon the pus ei of courts to or-
der senile,. 1-loweYer, me do suggest certain amendments to the present
removal scheme. First, courts should have the power to remove a child
suffering serious physical harm, even though the harm is caused by
environmental c :pinions beyond the parent's control. Second, courts
should have the power to extend parental rights to a removed child
beyond the termination date required by -the Standards, if the agency or
the parent presents cleat evidence of the parent's progress toward th,
goal of reunification of the Lund%

A. Removal in Cases of Serums Pimical Harm Caused Inc Environmental Con-
&honk

The commentai to the Stanc-Lids declares that the only purpose of
court - ordered inteRention is "to protect the child from future harm, not
to punish parents of to ploy ide ongoing supersision of families where the
child is endangered "I" To further this purpose, the Standards condition
all court intervention primarily upon whether the child has suffered
hart,. This condition is deliberately intended to shift the focus away from
an examination of parental fault."4 The commentary suggests that a
court can intervene when a child has suffered serious phssical injuries,
even though the cause is unexplained and the parents' responsibility

mains improYen.'" Consistent with this emphasis on harm rather than
parental fault, the commentary states that a court may Intervene when the
child's injuries are a result of the parent's mental illness, alcoholism, or
drug addiction. The commentators offer this suggestion with the explicit
awaieness that these problems ale often hesond the parent's control and
ale a result of social conditions. ""

There is, how el er, one instance in which the Standards depart from
tins principle of intervention for harm without regard to parental fault.'"
A court is specifically prohibited from oldenng remora, of a child suffer-
ing serious harm caused by enynonmcntal conditions that ale beyond the
parents' control "" If the parents ale willing but unable to remedy such
conditions, a court cannot older removal regardless of the quantum of
danger to the child Yet the Standards do permit a court to order services
in this situation,"9 despite the commentary's general disapproval of any
coercive intervention to remedy "societal neglect." The only apparent
reason for this inconsistency is that the drafters recognize that a court
order may he a necessary precondition to delis en of set vices t equistte to
correct dangerous «mditions

We disagree with this &Tat tine by the Standards horn its own pnrici-
Cornmetitan

"' Id at V)
"' Id at 53, tee Paulsen, apra non 50 at Iii
"4 t ommeillars
"7 Id at 55
"4 1.1.1./Ati k Standaris pt ti l((,)( tt
"4 (aimmetitan 14 i i, 128-20
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pie of dui egatd of pat ental fault '2" We share the commentators' reluc-
tance to punish parents and invade their fundamental nght to raise then
child when "societal neglect" is the teal ( ulpnt The parents are as nlmh
Rums of their pin ern, as ate ',le childten. If the Standards had selected

punishment as the goal, mtenention in cases of faultless patents would he
cleat % inapptopnatc Howe%er, because that goal was tejected and pro-
tection alone was adopted, such intervention will be kartantec: in some
cases As Lillian as removal is to the parents, failure to tetnov ma% Cause
serious halm, even death, to the Child Thus, failute to remove the child
h oin hat tit be( of the parents' 11111(4(4.ln t' is «nut at% to the Standards'
\pluit le( ognmon that the thuds intetest must supersede the pal-
nts'.1't

The Standards predicate remosai on harm to the child and, in genet al,
embrme this pnthiple without tegatd to the fainik's smioecotionnt les el
Children of the pout are nu less desetving of state protection to assure
their sato% than are children of the affluent. l'et, iii te(ognumg the
necessity of intenennon in cases of serious hat m, the Standards concede
that such inlet ention is likely to occur mole often m low-income

'== Data has established a signift( ant mu elation between poceit and
flegle; r 12 1 and has c suggested a nioi C disputed of between pose is
and abuse 124 1*. en if tills ( iusal hnl. is tefuted, harm to poor chddten is
mote likely to be disweted because all asp« ts of the lives of pool
families are subje( t to the constant set min\ of public (lulus and welfatt
workers 1z' Intervention because of the parent's mental illness, ah ()-
holism, of chug addimon, which the «nntuentat de( hues permissible.
giNes Ilse to smith! (lass disparities in enforcement A poor parent labor-
ing wider one of these disabilities is mote hk('l\ to come to the attention
of state authonues Moteoeu these disabilities was often be a tesult of
the parent's povetts.12 \ppasentiv, the Standards tolerate Mier\ C1111011

disc
121 Id pt 1 5 ( (Hume tit its 15
121 Set ()int/ ( fold thtt..e and di( I ,ill- -fat t and Fla ,on, 21 Retold of ( B61, 623 t 1969), Sussinan, Reporting ( \bus Res lel, of the Hemline. 8 Fain t Q245. 262 t1,17 Ii Piotessin Slit hart %Said, o-tpottet of the Standards. has S11110.111\ %trig-gstd that the ssstem's (hunt-lunation against the' poet. and its Milianc to pun tele let-suespending moos d of the child should not pi olubit ternplaats 01 permanent placement of the

chid sshen m (essays %Said, tupra note 59, at 692 ti 2h9
g. A hadushin. supra null i i at 246-47, S kat;. ,spot note 9, at 21-21, Boehm.

1 he (.MI1111111)11\ and the Social agents Define Neglect. 43 Child Welfate 4591196.1)It 5,, ! 1) mpra ;wit I di 11 i 129 116 tsuggt sts loth lit I \seen post its and
abuse) But at« k haduchin,,upra t 11. at 250 isieggests mote randtml distribution, abuse
tailed to p isonalits tailors). fight, Abused and Neglected Children in Ainnta A Studsof Alternans 11 Hats I'd Res 156, 562-67 (19731 (questions wild~' of (asstatutes) Nessbeiget & Danced, Is.nossIedge and pidennologs of oft hold Abut-, A (.nfa alBuie'' of ( ()mews. 5 Pediatin \midis 140 119761 (same)

'" S Kati, cupta note 2X-29. ace Aie!) Intisennon Betsseen Patent and Child A
Reappiatsal of the State's Role on t hold Neglect and .Thust Cases, 6I (,to t j 887, 892 93119751 (suggests that pug essionals mat illicit social class bias ,nto diagnosis of cause of
'nuns), Paulsen lusnde Cowls Fanuls ( touts, and the Pow Man, 54 Calif I Res 694(106fi)

"" S Katt supm non 4) at 21
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when pi% en% is an indirect cause of harm but not when it is a direct
cause.127 This distinction is without substance and merely disguises the
disturbing reality that the state will continue to intervene more often in
poor than nonpoor

Situations requiring removal despite the parent's innocence will be
extremely race In the vast majority of cases, services will solve the prob-
lem In particular, the new appioth to treatment that focuses upon the
family's exteinal needs is likely to increase the success rate of services.'"
For example, if a child is not receiving proper nourishment because of the
parent's meager financial resources, food stamps would provide an easy
remedy. If a child is suffering from rat bites or lead paint poisoning,
the parents or state housing and health officials could file complaints
against the landlord in court:129 if necessary, new housing could be
found 130 If a .;Gist is continually suffering severe beatings at the
handof neighborhood gangs, and if the police were unable to prevent
these incidents, the entire family could he moved out of the area.

If patents refuse to move out of an unsafe neighborhood or home, a
«ant has the power to order removal of the child under the Standards.
How eye', even if the parent is willing, no public housing may be available
at that time Even though the child cannot otherwise be protected from
very serious physical harm, a court does not have the power to remove the
child uncle' the Standards We suggest that a court should be able to
circle' temporary remoyal until safe housing is found We cannot conceive
of an analogous case in which pet manent removal would be necessary.
Removal here is simply a stopgap measure until the inadequacy of the
community's ploy kion of shekel is remedied.

In addition to limitations upon the duration of removal in these cases,
limitations up in the type of harm triggering remoy al should be imposed.
Obymusly,, massiye relocation of families because their children suffer he
tYpical, terrible harms of urban blight and poverty cannot be achieved
under the child protection pm+ er. To permit removal on the basis of
enynonmennd conditions, the harm must be even more severe than in
normal instances of removal. Removal should also be restricted to cases of
actual physical harm Recausv of the indefinite nature of emotional harm,
its identification entails sublective, value-laden judgments,"' and the at-
tendant danger that removal will Ix come a wholesale weapon against the
poor is too great Sunda' fi, the child must actually be suffering or must
recently hay° suffered serious physical harm; a substantial risk of immi-
nnt haim should not he sufficient. The inherent uncertainty of predic-

'" hit lstussion of poserts as an indirect raus of neglect, see Wald, supra note 5(4, at
692 n 268

I" See notes 7h -77 and awanpansing test supra
"9 MOI cc, Flsde, Nessberget & Reed, supra note 69, at 5
13° See, e g , id at 7
'3' See Consmentars 56
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true judgments, especially in the absence of past harm,132 offers too many
opportunities for injection of class biases.

Because the Standards predicate removal on whether the harm was
caused by parental neglect or by environmental conditions beyond the
parent's control, the petitioner would have an additional element to
prove.'33 Apparently, the petitioner would have to show either that envi-
ronmental conditions did not cause the harm, or, if they did, ti at the
parent was unwilling to take the steps necessary to correct them. Unfor-
tunately, the boundaries of parental control are not distinct."' Thus, the
remedy of removal may be unduly denied in many cases of parental
neglect because the petitioner has failed to satisfy his burden of proof.

We offer an illustration from our clinical files of how a single family
histoiy may present conflicting evidence of parental control. A mother
gave faith seven weeks prematurely to a three-pound nine-ounce son.
The infant remained in the Hospital one month because of lack of oxygen
at birth, bloods stook and mild jaundice After discharge from the Hospi-
tal, the infant was .scheduled to have pediatric follow-up on a biweekly
basis, but the mother failed to keep the appointments at a community
health center. Two months passed before a visiting nurse found the
mother and child at home. During the visit, the mother seemed depressed
and complained about poor housing conditions. The nurse wrote in her
notes "Living room was completely dark despite the bright sunshine . .

dirty dishes were piled in the sink, dirty clothes on the floor .. . roaches
were observed in the infant's crib." The nurse further noted that the
mother did not interact with tier youngster. The mother described herself
as a good caretaker and her son as "slow." Examination revealed that the
infant's physical development was in fact well beiow average; on the
growth chart, the child was below the third percentile for height, weight
and head circumference. The mother continued to miss appointments at
the clinic During the appointments she did keep, the staff obs'erved that
the infant seemed apathetic; he offered little response to his social envi-
ronment and had made few developmental gains. At the clinic, the infant
repeatedly drank foul to eight ounces of water, an indication of hunger.
When questioned about her son's eating habits, the mother replied that
baby food and milk were too expensive on her welfare allowance. M-
though this case would probably not require removal to protect against
harm,"s it manifests the difficulties in discerning whether the poor hous-

"2 .See Wald, supra note 46, et 1003-04 Sc n 109
'3' See I J AIABA Standards pt 6 4(05) (burden of proof on those advocating removal on

all issues)
'" See gennally Morse, Hyde, Newberger & Reed, supra note 69
'" Removal might be an appropnate remedy in this case even though the Standards'

requireinc in that it be the only means to prevent future harm would not necessarily be
satisfied HA/ ABA Standards pt 6 4(C)(1)(2), Commentary 123. A combined showing of the
distinct possibility of specific harm and the incidence of an acute mental or physical cnsis tit
the parent's life could t.)nceisabls jusufy removal for a very short time limited to the penod
of crvis The stress brought on by divorce. death in the famih, sesere illnessperhaps even
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mg conditions and the child's poor nutrition were a result of the family's
inexorable poverty or the mother's neglect. However, the present draft of
the Standards would require zourts to determine if the mother was at
fault. Such an inquin is not only impractical but also contrary to the
Standards' foci upon prey enuon of iiai in.

B Trrinznation 4- Parental Rights

One the child is removed, the Standards permit the child's need to
achieve stability and continuity in parenting'36 to dominate efforts to
reunite the family. The Standards provide for automatic termination of
the parents' rights if the child cannot safely be returned home at the end
of a specified period of time. The court must terminate parental nghts at
the end of sin months of foster care if th..! child is under three at the time
of placement, and at the end of one year if the child is over three.'" This
represents a reyersal of the prionties the Standards mandate for return of
the child after shorter periods of removal.

In effect, this termination provision codifies two generalizations. First,
the Standards assume that, as time passes, childrep are likely to 'orm
strong new parental attachments while the old ones weaken ,econd, the
Standards assume that the number of families in which the danger of
harm ' :.is subsided sufficiently to permit the child's return decreases over
time.'" To limit judicial discretion and avoid unnecessary extensions of
this harmful limbo, the Standards select an arbitrary deadline for termi-
nation

The Standards do, however, provide some room for judicial discretion.
The parent's rights will not be terminated if the court finds by clear and
convincing evidence that the case fits within one of the exceptions pro-
vided 136 The most important exception requires the court to extend the
parent's rights if, "because of the closeness of the parent-child rela-
tionship. it would be detrimental to the child to terminate parental
rights : "140 Thus, the parents have an opportunity to rebut the first
generalization of the Standards cot-Kerning the progres3ive weakening of

the immediate weaktned condition of the mother in this case after a difficult birthmay
make the patent kss able to tope with .he lemands of child reanng at that time This added
strain, alcrig with a child's illness or the parent's ack of understanding of child development,
ate all contnbuting factors-to abuse Temporary removal at the time of crisis could avert
future harm C I Holmes, 13.inhart, Canton' & Revmer, supra note 47, at I I However, eve.,
a brief period of separation of a child from the mother may disrupt the bond of attachment
and iesult in subsequent deselopmental disability Klaus & Kennell, Mothers Separated from
Their Newborn Infants, 17 Pediatric Clinics of North Amenca 1015 (1975), Sameroff &
( handler, Reproductive Risk and the Continuum of Caretaking Casualty, in Review of Child
Deselopment Research (F Horowitz ed 1975) Thus, temporary removal to rstheve tike stress
of an acute cnsis should be the exception and not the rule

13. IJAJABA Standards pt I 6
17 Id !vs 8 3(A) & (B)
'" CI Cfmmentais 155, N Polansks & N Polansks, supra note 68 (return after abuse, a

rare xseption)
1° 11.AIABA Standards pt 84
''° Id pt 8 4(A)
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attachments to the old parents. However, the Standards do not provide a

similar opportunity to rebut the second generalization concerning the
progressive failure of rehabilitation. Out clinical experience indicates that,
because enough instances of rehabilitation occur over periods longer than
the Standards recognize, another exception is warranted."' Six months to
a sear is often insufficient time for an agency to induce significant attitu-
dinal and behavioral improsements and tot the court and the agency to
evaluate the family's caretaking capacity and the potential safety of ele
home.142 The agency providing services to the parents or the parents
themselves should have an oppoi tunity to submit evidence of substantial
progress. If no significant evidence is presented, the court should termi-
nate the parents' tights. This opportunity to rebut the Standards' pre-
sumption that the family cannot be safely reunited in the near future is
demanded by the Standards' express goal ofrevitalizing and reuniting the
family"' and by the absolute nature of the court's contemplated action.

Even if this exception for progress in treatment were to be incorpo-
rated, there would still be substantial dangers in the termination scheme.
Courts will-be aware of the possible consequences of a finding of neg:ect
or abuse and of a decision to remove the child. Quite naturally, if one
likely consequence is the automatic termination of the parents rights,
courts might hesitate in making the initial finding or in ordering removal
esen in caP, that rrrant both steps."' Particularly when the substantive
rules in this area are by nature elusive, courts will often be able to
chi-racterize the /same set of facts as either sufficient or insufficient
grounds for juradictkin or removal. Thus, this termination scheme might
result in a court findik either that fewer cases are within its jurisdiction
or appropriate for removal, or that more cases are within the exceptions
to automatic ter nation. If the foimer were to occur, many suffering
children would be rived of state protection. If the latter were to occur,
the termination pro'' ion's limitations upon judicial discretion would
amount to a confusing fiction. To avoid these results, the Standards
should simply call for review every six months regarding the advisability
of continuing the parents' rights and the possibility of return. The Stan-
dards should guide the judge', discretion In listing relevant factors, such
as the closeness of the natural parents and the child and the progress the
family is making towald a safe return. Admittedly, this open-ended re-
slew might result in some harmful postponements of the inevitable
break.'45 In exchange, however, this arrangement could prevent some
untimely and tragic terminations of parental rights.

4(rord, N Polansks & N Polanskv, supra note 68 (predicts years rather than months
before a severely neglected child can be safely returned home)

42 Clinicians base noted pseudo-rapid improsement by parents in treatment Pollock &
Steele, supra note 106, at 17 This progress could mask the more enduring problems unless
obseisation is continued fol an extent-4d period of tune

1" IJA' %BA Standards pt I 5
'" Paulsen, Me Legal Framessoik foi ( had Ptotection, 66 ( alum I Res 679, 699-700

(1966), Wald, supra note 59 at 675-76
145 See Ninookin, supra not 14. at '281
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IV. REVISION OF THE PRE-COURT INVOLVEMENT
IN THE FAMILY: THE REPORTING PROCESS

The major contemporary reform of the child protection system has
been the nationwide enactment of mandatory reporting of child abuse.'"
The Standards have prop() d a reporting mechanism tnat is consistent
with the drafters' emphasis upon preventing unwarranted intrusions into
the family. 'he Standards impose a duty upon professionals, including
medical personnel, educators, childcare workers, social workers and law-
enforcement personnel, to report cases of serious physical abuse.'47 Fail-
ure to report by designated professionals constitutes a misdemeanor and
gives rise to civil liability.'" The Standards provide these professionals
with immunity from civil and criminal liability in cases in which they
report in good faith.'" Under the reporting scheme, the professional files
the report with a designated agencythe report recipient agency.'5° That
agency initiates a limited investigation,'" files notice of the report with a
central registry'52 and may file a court complaint."3

Su-prisingly, the type of harm that must be reportedserious physical
abuseis narrower than the type of harm that constitutes grounds for
court intervention. Additionally, the power of the report recipient agency
to investigate the report before a complaint is filed ill court is more
limited than the agency's power to investigate after filing. Thus, the
Standards have failed to recognize that outside intervention in the form
of reporting is far less intrusive'54 and results in far less stigma to the
parents than court action.'" In adopting this narrow reporting provision,
the drafters have again failed to exploit the opportunity to prevent very
intrusive state intervention in the future by increasing the availability of
less intrusive means of intervention. Reporting can prevent the need to
file court action because the agency may discover upon intervention that
the child was not abused or that intervention is unnecessary. Moreover, to
the extent tha. it manifests or perhaps prompts the concern of persons
outside the home,'" the report may be the catalyst for voluntary im-
provements in the family situation)" Accordingly, we suggest that the
reporting scheme be significantly expanded.

14° Commentary 65
1" 1JA/ABA Standards pts 3 1( Al & (B)
1" Id pt 3 1(D)
"° Id pt 3 1(C)
"° Id pt 3 2(A)
"I Id pt 3 3(A)
Is° Id pt 3 4
"3 Id pt 3 3(C).
'" For a graphic illustration of the different magnitudes of intrusion resulting from

reporting and court intervention, see A Schuchtei. Child Abuse Intervention 74 (1976)
iss Burt, supra note 33, at 1270
"4 See A Kadushin, supra note 15, at 240-41
1" Ste, e g , S. Katz, supra note '.), at 30-33 (case study)
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A. Perodssit,e Reporting

The reporting provision of the Standards addresses only mandatory
reporting. Nonprofessionals are explicitly exempted from a duty to re-
port. Yet nonprofessionals, such as neighbors, friends, or relatives, have
the most intimate, unguarded contact with the family and thus can fre-
quently discover abuse before professionals. The commentary states that
the Standards implicitly adopt "permissive" reporting by nonprofession-
als.'" Because of their superior knowledge, these persons must be more
actively encouraged to come forward.'" However, we do not favor man-
datory reporting because it would give rise t'o difficulties in policing and
to destructive interference with intimate relationships among friends and
relatives, Rather, the Standards should explicitly provide that these per-
sons are encouraged to report, that they will receive a good faith immu-
nity and that their reports will trigger the Standards' agency process."" It
is important that the Standards clearly establish permissive reporting
because the authority of the commentary will vary with the scope of each
state's enactment. In addition. explicit recognition of permissive reporting
would force the standards to establish mechanisms to control the in-
creased likelihood of malicious Teporting. Presumably, nonprofessionals
are more likely than professionals to misuse the reporting system, possibly
as a means to mahgn their acquaintances or relatives. Accordingly, the
Standards should establish civil or cluninal liability for malicidus reports
and should require the recipient agency to question the nonprofessional
reporter with particular care during the tigation.1e'

B. Reporting Neglect

The prescnt draft limits mandatory reporting to cases involving abuse.
Only serious physical harm inflicted nonacudentally must be reported.'"

'" Comment,' 65
1" Lucht, Pros iding a Legislative Base for Reporting Child Abuse, in Fourth National

Symposium on Child Abuse, supra note 41, at 54-55 A su-se% indicated that 45 6 percent of
neighbors that learn of an incident of abuse would report it to the local welfare agency D
Gil, supra note 1, at 63 In a close-knit community, the censure of neighbors. relatives and
friends has traditionalls operated as the primary tool of soaal control over parental miscon-
duct A kadushin, supra note 14, at 223 The reporting system should promote that social
mechanism because it is effectise in preventing misconduct and because it incorporates local
salues

'6° Six states have adopted this combination of mandatory and permissive reporting See
V DeFrancis & C Lucht, Child Abuse Legislation in the 1970's, at 22-23 (1974) New York
explicitly enacted permissive reporting to cosh the practise of thestate social services agency
01 I rinsing to peones nonn.,Indatoi it:ports Sch.( t Comm on Child Abuse, N 1 State
1sseiri1)1N supra note it1 at 234 essing through the reporting %%stein triggers the dual
,u1s.intages of prompt agt mum' and filing in the senital legtstis .Admittedls, the unlit%
of the i cm ial registr% to ti,r k families is in dispute Whiting, I he Central Registry for Child
Abuse Cases Rethinking Haut Assumptions. 56 Child Welfare 761, 763 0977) (not effec-
tive) (,(ottra, F cilium]. t he Need for Inteiisrs v ftilloss-iy of Abused Childien, in Helping
the Battened htld and His Farads , %upru note 4, Ix() recent ptoposals for reporting
legislation hale also expressIs adsmatd pen miss, reporting bs tumprofessionals Child
,Abuse and Neglect Pi ofe(t Fdur ( ornrn'n of tht s. supra note 96, pi 111. id at 16.17
(«nonmilitan), A St hm:iter, ,upra nice 1",1 di I II

161 Lucht. supra note 159, at 54-55
l" 1JA/ABA Standards pt 3 I(B)
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Nonphysical, nonabuse categories of "endangerment" that are included in
the jurisdictional giant are explicitly excluded from the reporting
scheme 163 Neither the Standards nor the commentary clarify whether
pernussix reporting of nonabuse endangerment will trigger the advan-
tages of mandatory reporting, including immunity, agency processing and
central registry. If the excluded categones of endangerment can of be
processed hrough the reporting system, the Standards would etf tively
make filing a complaint in court the exclusive route for bringm these
harms to the attention of authorities.

The Standards never explain this apparent preference for pri cessing
allegations of nonabuse endangerment through the courts. Indeed, be
tause of the publicity and stigma associated with juvenile courts, this
preference seems antithetical to the Standards' concern for the Interests
of the parents Under the provisions for court proceedings, anyone ma%

file any complaint of harm'64 and receive good faith immunity.'" An
"intake processing agency" of the court screens the complaint and, with-
out a healing, orders either dismissal, judicial disposition, or referral to a
report recipient agency.166 Thus, an allegation of nonabuse endanger-
ment is acted upon initially by an intake processing agency rather than a
report recipient agency.167

We disagree with this utilization of the intake agency in cases of
nonabuse endangerment. The qualifications of the intake agency are
never articulated in the Standards. In contrast, the Standards institute
quality control of the report recipient agency, outlining criteria that an
agency must satisfy to become a "qualified" agency and providing for Its
disqualification if the agency later proves inadequate.'" The only controls
on the intake agency are through the promulgation of guidelines for
disposition of complaints'66 and through judicial '.eview."° The guide-
lines do not necessanly guarantee intelligent e competent handling of
cases. A report teal:mem agency, which has direct contact with families
and is in the business of providing services and investigating these types
of cases. is bowl able to e% aluate the existent e and cause of halm and the
need for and mailability of intervention m An illustration of the incom-
petency, of some intake officials is furnished by an extreme case from our
clinical files. A mother brought her eight-year-old child, his body covered

'" Commentary 65-66
"4 IJA/ABA Standards pt 5 PA)(!)
'"5 Id pt !; l(A)(3)
". Id pt 5 1(B)
'" Ire A whiulitei. note Iii, at -)tt ( suggests that public health agency Mt as the

pnina.v screener of reports and that medical institution act as the pnmari gatekeeper to the
courts, is.ther than relying upon law enforcement or judicial personnel), cf Paulsen, supra
note 50. at 165

14' IJA/ABA Standards pts. 3 2(8) & (C), Commentary 71. 75
"9 IJA/ABA Standards pt 5 1(8)(3)
11° Id pt 5 1(E1)(3)
''' Id pt. 5 1(11)(2)1:0-(0
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with bruises, to Children's Hospital. The mother admitted that she had hit
het son and that she still had an uncontrollable urge to hurt him. she
asked that the child be temporarily placed outside the home. Because no
voluntary foster placement was available, the Hospital attempted to initi-
ate a care and protection petition in court. The clerk refused authoriza-
tion of the petition because it was Chnstmas and "every child belongs with
his mother

Clearly, guidelines for and judicial review of the officer's decision would
be ineffective to protect the child from immediate harm in the above case.
In addition, the scope of judicial review of the intake officer's action may
not be broad enough under the Standards to provide adequate safeguards
against abuse of discretion. Apparently, the Standards provide for appeal
only of an intake officer's disposition of a sufficient complainteither
dismissal, judicial disposition, or referral to an arm-- The language of
the Standards suggests no appeal may be taken from an officer's
dismissal of a complaint based upon a finding of insufficiency 172 Given
the necessarily ambiguous grounds for court intervention, an officer
could easily abuse his power to dismiss complaints because of in-
sufficiencY. In that case, the petitioner is left without recourse. Therefore,
we not only urge that the initial screening task be delegated to the more
qualified report recipient agency, but also suggest that a person filing a
complaint have the light to judicial review of an intake official's determi-
nation of insufficiency.

The deliberate omission of neglect from the mandatory reporting sys
tern is the most distressing aspect of the Standards' reporting provision."3
Initialh, the commentators cite die systematic bias of eporting against
pool and minority families as a justification for the ornission."4 They
make the simplistic talculaoon that the broader the scope of reporting,
the gleam the effect of this bias. Howce, the authors themselves note
that this bras infects the eporting of abuse 175 In fact, they admit that no
exidenie suggests that permitting reporting of neglect ha:, aggravated the
class and race &panties of reporting

The Standai ds enumerated three additional reasons for refusing to
include child neglect among the harms that must he reported. First, the
Standards (Re the present inadequate availability of services "8 Second,

Cffinpare td pt 5 1 B81) ("MT( sit ton" of a sufficient complaint) with id pt 5 1(B)(4)
oppeal of agencs's'disposuon i)

'" Only (*sets states do not requite tepoiting of neglect in any form Katz, Howe &
\14(.1atli ( \ eglect Loss in 'Sint 't Fain I Q 1, 63 (1975)

171 conmentats 6b, iee Les me, supra note 40. at 4.5
175 See Aremi, supra note 125, at 888
1" Commentais 66-67 it is indeed foolish business" for legislatures to require reporting

but fail to ',Amide adequate funds for services following a substantiated report Paulsen,
child Abuse Reporting Laws The Shape of Legislation, 67 Colton L Res. 1, 3, 49 (1967),
see DeFrancis, st, note 41, at 143-45, Rather than designing an inadequate reporting
system, howeser, the Standards' drafters should adopt a comprehensive system that is not
ciournscribed bs meaningless distinctions between neglect and abut At the same time, the
ssstem should incorporate in its design a mindate for legislame commitment to services For
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it is suggested that including neglect within the reporting system poten-
tially damages the opportunity foi successful psychotherapy The final
reason advanced in support of ay.. narrow reporting scheme is the fear
that reporting will become a legislative "pa,, ,c ea" that m substitutes
for a meaningful commitment of resources. Significantly, none of these
justifications applies exclusively to cases involving child neglect; rather,
each applies equally to cases invoking child abuse. Thus, because the
Standards mandate reporting only in cases of abuse, we must conclude
that the drafters believe that abuse is more harmful than neglect. In fact,
the commentators do imply that abuse is more damaging)is No sound
distinction can be premised upon supposed differences in the danger to
the child in cases of abuse rather than neglect) 19 Indeed, a child's life can
be equ lily, aed frequently even more, endangered by paternal neglect's°
If such a distinction is saki, it is surprising that the Standaids treat
neglect and abuse identically III the jurisdictional giant's' Although a
chtld can be removed from his home based upon parental neglect, a
professional who becomes aware of that neglect need not report it Thus.
the Standards again seem to encourage the more innusne form of state
intervention.

Because of both the equnalent danger to the child from neglect and the
repotting system's potential for avoiding the need for court Intel-sermon,
we suggest including neglect as a proper subject of mandatory report-
ing'"` The Standards should be revised to pro% ide explicitly that a report
of net will be protected by the good faith immunity, will be recorded

ef,op

example, the Standards ouid (reale a nght to Sent( es in the parents that rs triggered b% a
substantiated report and that is rudnially enforceable In addition, if the report recipient
agents failed to respond lith the ne, ssars rny esugation and pros tsion of senates within a
specified time a court could order the lestrui non of the report and am record of it in the
central registry

'77 Commentary 66-68
l's See id at 67 (dangers of abuse sufficient to mei tide risk of halm to therapy relation-

ship between parents and reporter)
1" Paulsen. supra note 50. at 164-65 (need to report malnutrition due to parental inattn-

tion equisalent to need to report abuse)
is° Note, An Appraisal of New York's Stamm's Response to the Problem of Child Abuse,

7 Colum J I & Sos Prob 51. 52 (1971) For a hornfsing description in words and pictures
of deaths of and seyere injuries to children due to parental neglect, see Weston, supra note
96, at 69-74

"' 1JA/ABA Standard: pt 2 1 However, the Standards do distinguish abuse from
nonabuse in the ley el of proof required to support a disposition of removal Id pt 6 4(C)(1)
(abusepreponderance of the evidence), id pt 6 4(C)(2) (nonabusecleat and convmcmg
muter-i(e) However, this distitution is based upon the more speitilanye nature of predictions
about future harm in negleu Lases and, more importantly, the greater likelihood of success-
ful seryn es intervc ion m the home Commentary 126 It is not !rased upon an false
distinction In the seventy of harm

.4,-cord, Child Abuse and Neglect Project Edus ton n of the States, supra note 96, pt
11(2), Lucht, supra note 159, at 50 (supports reporting m glet 0, Paulsen, supra note 50, at
164.65 (supports reporting of malnutrition), sir 1 Stini(litel, irlim note 154, at 5 (notes
trend toward inducting neglect in reporting), cf A Sussman, Reporting Child Abuse and
Neglect (rtudehrtes for Legislation 72 (1475) (notes that resent federal 1, gislation seems to
ant(rpate reporting of both abuse and neglect in state statutes)
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in the central registry and will be the subject of prompt agency investiga-
tion. As in cases of abuse, nonprofessionals should have the opportunity,
but not the duty, to report neglect. Furthermore, the Standards should
still impose a duty to report harm resulting from suspected neglect. Be-
cause of the imprecise nature of neglect, however, professionals should
not be subject to c--;minal liability for failure to report suspected cases. On
the other hand, knowing failure to report should subject professionals to
civil liability. This modified duty is imposed upon the professional because
his repeated contact with these types of cases gives him the expertise
requisite to this kind of judgment.

The basic definition of neglect could be imported from the jurisdic-
tional grant and would include harm resulting from "conditions created"
by the parents and from the parents' failure to "adequately supervise or
protect" the child.'83 For purposes of reporting, neglect could also include
failure to provide needed medical treatment, even though the jurisdu
tional grant only corers the parents' refusal to provide such treatment.'"
By including neglect, the Standards, in effect, would modify the definition
of reportable abuse.'" The Standards presently provide for report of
Injuries "inflicted nonaccidentally." Conceivably, cases in which the injury
was accidental might now be reportable because of the parent's failure to
super vise and protect the child against accidents.'" For example, a one-
year-old child ingested a small quantity of bleach from a bottle that the
parents had left on the kitchen floor. The youngster was treated at
Children's Hospital and released after the staff warned the family of the
safety hazards in the home. Less than a month later, the child was again
admitted to the Hospital for ingestion of liquid furniture polish "acciden-
tally" lift in the living room. The physician filed a report of neglect. This
case illustrates the difficulty in drawing the line between accidental and
nonaccidental Injury.'" These diagnostic difficulties might well result in
many cases in an unwarranted decision not to report.'" Moreover, the
distinction between accidental and nonaccidental injury has no sig-
nificance with regard to the child's future safety when the accident is part
tit a pattern of neglect)" Thus, the problems involved in reporting only
nonaccidental injuries argue in favor of expanding mandatory reporting
to include neglect.

"3 1JA/ABA Standards pt 2 I(B)
"' Id pt 2 1(F)
IRS Id pt 3 1(B)
'"6 See Paulsen, supra note DO, at 164 (supports reporting), Sussman, supra note 122, at

252 (same)
"7 CI Gregg & Elmer, Infant Injuries Acudents or Abuse?, 44 Pediatrics 434 (1969)
"" Daly, supra note 34, at 319, Paulsen, supra note 176, at 49, Wald, supra note 46, at 1010

& n 135
'" See V Fontana, Somewhere a Child Is Crying 23-29 (1973) ("maltreatment syn-

drome"), Newberger, The Myth of the Battered Child Syndrome, 40 Current Medical
Dialogue 327 (1473). repented in Annual Prowess in Child Psvt hiat:), and Child Deselop-
men!, 1974, at 569 IS Chess & A I homas eds 1975)
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C Expanding the Definition of Reportable Abuse

The Standards require reporting of actual abuse only.'" Professionals
are not required to report cases in which no senous harm has Net oc-
curred, even if there exists a "substantial risk that a child will imminently
suffer" serious harm l'hus, mandator reporting of abuse will occur
significantly later in the family histoi i iii will court intervention. In
addition, the giavits of harm that triggers a report is the same as the
gravity required for court intervention; the injury must cause or risk
causing "death, disfigurement, impairment of bodily functioning, or other
serious physical injun." Both the narrower time factor and the identical
level of harm frustrate the primary purpose of reporting and ignore its
less intrusive nature. Ideally, reporting should operate as an early warn-
ing system. Child abuse can take the form of a single traumatic injury, but
a more tspkal pattern is a series of dual ks that escalate in seventy.' "'
Reporting should be directed toward identifying the early harbingers of
more severe injury so that agencies can provide assistance on a voluntarN
basis and avert both the need for court inters ention and the danger of
infliction of more serious harm 192 Thus, the same reasons for allowing
court intervention for nonserious harm have added force in the context
of a warning ssstem.

Ironically, the Standards design a warning system that excludes manda-
tory reporting of imminent harm. Apparently, a professional would not
even be required to report an unsuccessful attempt at abuse. We fre-
quentlY encounter cases of attempt at Children's Hospital. for example, a
mother brought her child to the Hospital because the father had thrown a
glass vase at the toddler. Fortunately, the child was unhurt, but that fact
did not present the social service worker from filing a report. Protection
of a child should not hinge upon his luck.

In fact, the commentary cites the example of an unsuccessful attempt as
reason to include imminent harm in the jurisdictional grant, despite the
increased danger of unwarranted intervention when no actual harm has
occurred.'" A fortiori, these identity dangers are outweighed when the
type of state interventionreportinghas substantially less intruse ef-
fects upon the family. In providing a recipient agency with discretion to
file a court complaint based upon a report, the Standards clearly con-
template that reportnig will not necessarily result in court action.'" Thus,
the intrusive nature of reporting is distinct from that of its possible but
not inevitable consequencecourt action.'95 Reporting will involve agency

IJAJAHA Standards pt 3 1(B)
191 See note 96 supra
1" Child Abuse and Neglect Puget t }du( Cornm'n of the States, supra note 96, pts II(2)
(3). id at 13-14 (ronwnetuars), see Dais, supra note 34, at S IS, 341, McOnd, Die Battered

Child and Other Assaults upon the Fanuls (p1 5)) Minn I Res I, 50-51 (1965) Contra,
Paulsen, supra note 50, at 164

1Y3 Commentars 52
1A4 IJA/ABA Standards pt 31(:), Continentals 74-75
l" See note 154 supra
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investigation into the allegations and into the family situation. But, ac-
cording to the Standards, even that investigation is circumscribed.'98 Any
provision of services at this stage would be on a voluntary basis. Further-
more, public access to the report should be forbidden in contrast to the
guaranteed public access to the courtroom. Privacy is further safeguarded
by the expunction of all unsubstantiated and stale reports.'" In sum, this
limited intrusive effect is outweighed by the unique opportunity reporting
offers for preventing abuse and court intervention.

We also suggest that only professionals be required to report imminent
harm. A report of imminent harm made by nonproc-ssionals should not
trigger the provisions for immunity, investigation and notice to the central
registry. The difficult judgment about the likelihood of future harm may
be beyond the competency of most nwprofessionals. Additionally, limit-
ing mandatory reporting of imminent harm to professionals would avoid
unwarranted or 'maliciously motivated reporting and would avoid over-
burdening the report recipient agency with dubious reports.

In one significant respect. the Standards broaden the ground for re-
porting abuse beyond that for jurisdiction. Abuse inflicted by the "par-
ent(s) or person(s) exercising essentially equivalent custody and control
over the child"99 must be reported, whereas only abuse inflicted by the
parent constitutes grounds for court intervention.'99 if abuse is inflicted
by a regular nonparent caregiver, the court may be able to intervene
because of the parent's failure to supervise or protect the chIld.26" Re-
cause neglect is omitted from the reporting mandate, a more inclusive
definition of the perpetrator of abuse was necessary. However, we think
the Standards should have gone further and permitted reporting of abuse
inflicted by anyone A reporter may not be in a position. to discover who
inflicted the harm and whether an abuser's relationship to the child was
that of parental equivalent."' If thy reporter is required to make that
threshold determination, he may i icorrectly decide not to report if he is
uncertain of the identity and si, of the perpetrator. Moreover, the
Standards' limitation to those exercising parent-like custody and control
might exclude many abusers who have regular access to the child. For
example, this language may not require reporting of abuse by the moth-
er's boyfriend, a sibling, or a babysitter, who regularly are in the home but
do not necessarily f eicise parent-like custody and control.2 "2 Courts may
interpret this language to include only permanent nonparent guardians
or relatives. Reporting of all harm without regard to the identity of the

'" II,VABA Standards pr 3 3(B) ,

197 If) pt 13tD)
19" Irl pt 3 1(B)
199 pt 2 It A)
2"" See Commentars 54 (examples three and tour)
2"' See Paulsen, wpm rune 50, at 161 (noes ptoblem of identthing wrongdoer, suggests

no don to report if nomaretaker)
2" Gas statism's demonstrated that the mother's txMriend accounted for 17 2 percent of

it potted otplot s and Mt haMsmet It t 2 7 pelf t nt D ,1( 120
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perpetrator is desirable.2" If the agency discovers tha, because of the
status of the perpetrator, future abuse is unlikely, the agency will not
proceed with court action 2'i4 Nevertheless, this difficult determination
should be made by the agency based upon investigation and not by the
reporter.

D Expanding the Scope of Agency Investigation

Under the Standards, a report recipient agency may be called upon to
conduct an investigation at two stages of a caseafter it has received a
report,205 and after a sufficient complaint has been filed and the court has
authorized an investtgation.2" The scope of the second investigaton Is
broader that the iirst in one significant feature; with court authorization,
the agency may take temporary custody of the child to facilitate question-
ing if the parents have denied the agency access 207 Conversely, an agency
investigating a report cannot examine the most crucial witness and
evidence200 the child--without first obtaining court uthorization.2"
Apparently, to obtain this authorization the agency must file a formal
complaint with the court.21° The commentary suggests that the parents'
refusal of access would constitute "reason to believe" that the child was
abused and that Intervention was necessary Thus, refusal would provide
grounds for filing 2"

This provision sacrifices an important benefit of reportingavoiding
the ne:Al for court action. As previouslf suggested, court action entails
greater publicity, stigma and intrusion into the family's life. The advan-
tage of reporting is that, through preliminary investigation and voluntary
provision of serves, the number of instances in which court acuoncis
necessary can be reduced 212 By limiting the scope of the investigation at
the reporting stage, the agency will be forced to file in order to obtain the
Information necessary to determine whether court action is appropriate.
phis dilemma is aggravated by the fact that a lack of information exists in
many cases of neglect and abuse. In some cases, the lack of information
itself may be a sign of danger. The uriAvailability of information may be
caused by the family's isolation from neighbors and social service agencies,

203 Child Abuse and Neglect Project Educ Cemm'n of the States, supra rote 96, pt 11(21
(definition of ieportable abuse does not specify identity of perpetrator), rf Wald. supra note
46. at 1003 But see A Sussman, supra note 182, at 67 (reporting of injunes caused by regelar
caretaker but not occasional paramour)

"4 Cf Wald, supra note 46, at 1003 n 109
205 IJA/ABA Standards pt 5s3(Al
200 Id pt 52(8)(1).
207 Id pt. 5 2(E)(I)
"I See Schneider, Pollock & Helfer. Interviewing the Parents. in Helping the Battered

Child and His Family, supra note 41, at 62
"I IJA/ABA Standards pt. 3.3(B)
2'0 See id. (reference to court authonzation pursuant to the filing of a complaint)
2" Commentary 74
"2 Cf Burt, supra note 33, at 1283-85 (notes agency's Aced for widest access to informa-

non) But see note 214 infra
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which is a characteristic of abusing and neglectful parents.213 Alterna-
tively, the lack of information may suggest that the parents are attempting
to avoid detection The fact that the parents hate never admitted the
problems to outsiders may also indicate that they hate not consciously
come to terms with the reality of their conduct Thus, the net effect of the
Standards' limited investigation will be that the agency will file court
actions in far more cases than if they could have fully investigated prior to
filing

Admittedly, granting the agency power to compel examination and
temporary custody of the child without initial court supervision may
subject families to unwarranted intrusions."' Great harm to the child may
re.,ult from questions implicating the child's parents in mistreatment.215
However, judicial control of agency abuse would,. conunue because the
agency would still hate to apply to the court for enforcement of as
subpoena.216 Although we concede that such judicial oversight does not
eliminate the potential for halm, we doubt the efficacy of the Standards'
more rigid court supervision. Courts cannot control the crucial element
the sensuivitt of each investigator 2" In sum, the necessity and usefulness
of increased, initial court control is outweighed by the advantages of a
full-scale investigation preceding court mvolvement.2"

"3 S Kau, supra nose , at 25, Dayoren. ,up?a note 43. at 140
For tiititisin of the Supreme ( mat s failure to require a warrant for an at-home skit

tu a welfare worker, %%yawn % lames, 400 1_ S 109 (1971). see Burt. supra nob: 33 the
author suggests than issuant.: of Nal rants in child protection cases be based upon "reason-
ableness" grounds Id at I306-08

xis Sri oilimentars 100, Wald, supra note 46, at 1004i Proiessoi Boit, co-reporter fin the
Standards, has al gued against lemgninoti of a fifth amendment prisilege against self-
intlimination tot the child Burt. cupra note 33, at 1288-306

21s The ptoblems of delegation of !courting, inyestigating and piosecuung powers to
innate agencies is hesond the stope of this ankle The wninientary suggests that the
Standards pouide tot suffitient state controls to satisfy delegation requirernerus Commen-
tar% 72

2" See gene-mill Goldberg, 11, ,king ihe ( ommunication Barrier The Initial Intel-stew
with an Ahusing Parent, 14 Child Welfare 274 (1975) (technique., fur sensitise intersiewing)

21" (7/ Paulsen. mpra note 50, at 169 We hase similar doubts about the %attic of tight
iota «Oltf01 user the my estigation aftet «nirt action has been initiated The Standards
require «,urt approsal of a plan of in% esugation 1-JA/ABA Standards pt 5 2(C) Binding the
agents to its initial plan and forting the agency to tome back fur authorization of an new
aienues of inyestigation IN both unrealistic and a waste of _Judicial and agelicy resources See
td at 182 (Nuernberger. dissenting) 1%pitallY, an agency will not bt able to identify the
sources and Means of imestlgallorl until after, it has «nmerited an insestigation Prior
imesugations will be atailable only when court at non was initiated by a report recipient
agents Fxpansion of the present statutors guidelines lot the insest*ation could substitute
hit (lose ititinial scrutiny,

%%tithe' ua,:r nt iesoultes is found in the S, '1darci.: [no% usion for the appointment of
experts, at pubic expense. at the request of aril earn Id pt 1 3(B) The expert is intended
as "an independent esaluation" 0: the agency's in% estigation and re«unmendations Id Our
experience indicates that experts in child protection proceedings are often counter-
pioductise The courtroom bet omes a forum for the experts to do battle user child protec-
tion issues of high emotional charge and based upon underdeseloped theones The discus-
sion vIll when stla% onto iireles,mt tonflitts of piotessional turf, status and prerogame Ilse
phenomenon of "toss-stenlization of the disciplines" also ma% deselop Frankfurter, Intro-
duction, in A Whitehead. The Alms of Education (1949) Rather than tostenng a fruitful
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V. Cosicia'sioN

Out nuque of the Standaids attempts to presene the achantages of
the present draftthe focus on hann to the child rather than on the
patent's conduct, respect for the family unit, specificity of the statutory
language, and restraint on the power to temove a child from the
homewhile expanding the occasions for state intenenuon In our opin-
ion, the Standards fad to appreciate and exploit the different degrees of
intrusion into the famik caused by reporting, cant- ordered senices and
remm al Additionally, the Standards do not recognize anti maximize the
prophylactic potential of reporting and the therapeutic potential of ser-
%ices To correct these en ors, our proposal (ails for both reporting of
cases of nonserious halm and court pinsdation to order sen ices for
children suffering such ha,-tn.

{he awareness and careful studs of the problem of neglected and
abused children, oyer the past fifteen years has (Eliminated in a mandate to
legislatures to enact broad reforms of the system of state intervention.
The Standaids present one response Howeser, the Standaids fail to
capitalize on this special time when confident and ireathe rethinking is
both needed and desired At bottom, the di afters wet e so painfully ass ate
of past nu stakes and present limitations that they wele unwilling to arm
for something hotel in the blunt. Instead. then (Alm t ns directed solely
toward nuninnzing the harm of state instlyement rattier than toward
punnoting the benefits I he neganye assumptimis of the Standaids do
not keep pate with the ads ant es in undeistandmg, diagnosis and neat-
went of hamled children and their patents We behese the essenuallY
defeatist applom h of the Standaids is both umvise and unnecessary fin
legislatures contemplatieg ways to impioye the present system

e.11.ingt I I OM the 111,111% dtsttpluus 111%01% t'd III (Wei p11tittmun. eat h
plot s,11/:1 t1a, t \ Itsohrs Its LIM CI 11111I5 1,5 ref creme to A (hlhILIRIS truth in another A
IS pi, a' , 1111t 1 tf t SS-sit ulti,ttlon in t hill putty. tion plot cding., Is Inc !et ornmentlation
111 ill) th, indult I otp,ohattoo nu t t.1% to , 11 the ditty tilt I tisto(b, questions btote the

t I t suggest that. to old the wst of t perts. both financial and substantne. the
st .1111,1 .1., Ha, e mote emphasis upon ht odd( Tung the stop( of the agent %., in% estiga-
not., WI It' ,ig tht tune, 11111( .111d Iate stub %t tin I the ins estigation is prepared. and
piosliing I .1 1 ous loss-t \animation tit court of the in% estigatot and his sow. es of
int ot manor.
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